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DAPTION3 FOR AMERICAN FOLK DANCE COSTUMES 
FROM ÂUTHNTIC EUROPEfN FOLK DRESS 

CHAPTER 1 

FOLK DANCING IN THE UNITED STATES 

Folk dancing has become an increasingly popular re- 

creation In the United States within the past two decades, 

drawing enthusiasts from young and old, native or foreign 

born, of all levels oÍ society. Historically, folk dane- 

ing probably was dona in America from the time of the 

early European settlements, and kitchen dances were held 

in New ingland until the latter part of the eighteen- 

hundreds. It remained for Elizabeth Burchenil to pioneer 

in the assembling and spreading of knowledge of folk 

dances. She was one of the founders in 1916, of the 

American folk Dance 3ociety, which has since carried on a 

continuous program of educational promotion of the use of 

folk dancIng. (10, p.ili) 

While the early popular interest in folk dancing 

dates back almost a half century, it is only within recent 

years that a great nationwide movement has developed. This 

Interest has been furthered through evening school classes, 

4-H groups, and folk dance clubs. From these groups 

have developed statewide festivals, which In many cases 

have become annual events, bringing together hundreds of 



dancers. When in 1917, Miss Burchenal wrote that every 

effort should be made to preserve and assimilate the folk 

dances of the nationalities which make u1 the people of 

our country, she could not have foreseen so complete a 

realization of her wish. (9, p.v) The continuing immi- 

gration of ethnic groups to the United States has pro- 

vided additional opportunities to learn international 

dances at first hand. 

inericans have made tours to Europe to attend in- 

ternational folk dance festivals, where dancers from many 

countries convene to perform their native dances. Such a 

festival was held last year at Biarritz, France. Accounts 

of the color and pageantry of this event assure us it was 

a thrilling spectacle. 

Much of the interest attached to folk dancing is 

provided by the opportunity to wear colorful costumes. 

Europeans have their folk costames which have evolved 

naturally with their cultural, and historical development. 

e have nothing in our brief history that corresponds to 

European folk dress. There are some isolated instances of 

groups such as the Mennonites, who have retained their 

early nineteenth century dress, but their clothing is no 

more typical of American apparel than Indian garb or early 

pioneer dress. Since we do not have folk dress of our 

own, it seems logical to borrow from the uropean 



countries, because our cultural heritage sterns from them. 

Perhaps nowhere else in the world would it be possible to 

find the willingness to put on the "symbol of peasantry," 

as folk dress has sometimes been described, us in America. 

That may be because we are less conscious of social class 

distinctions than most other peoples. 

Because authentic folk costumes are usually color- 

ful and comfortable in style, they seem admirably well 

suited to the needs of American folk dancers. Surely they 

are more proo nate than sorne of' the outlandish combina- 

tions, worn by dancers who have not been influenced by the 

charm of national costumes, possibly because detiils for 
their construction have not been available. A glaring ex- 

ample is shown on Plate 1. 

i Definition of Authentic Costume 

It would be well to preface a discussion of folk 

dress by defining what is meant by an "authentic costume." 

A folk costume is a collection of pparl put together 

over centuries by the people of' a country. It is a mixture 

of' tradition and passing novelty, distinguishing it from 

sophisticated fashionable dress, which is contemporary. 

It spninís from the geograhic, economic, and historical 

aspects of' the country, together with the culturil, 

spiritual, and aesthetic characteristics of its 
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Inhabitants. (68, p.8) A Íolk costume develops slowly and 

takes dirferent forne in various regions or the same 

country, depending on geographic and social isolation, 

economie and political Influences, as well as climatic con- 

aItions. (48, p.11) 

People of widely separated regions have developed 

similar costumes. Given comparable raw materials to work 

with, country folk have progressed through similar stages 

of artistic expression. For some peasants, folk dress has 

been described as almost the only avenue for their artistic 

creativeness. (65, p.3) Peasant costumes are thus an Im- 

portant expression of the cultural currents of a country. 

Authentic costwne is not period dress, but during 

Its development it has retained elements of historic fash- 

ions, becaus3 it is influenced by current fashion trends. 

Whereas contemporary fashion changes can be measured by 

seasons, influences on folk costume are more likely to be 

perceptible from one generation to the next. The slowness 

of this change is pointed out by Heirerli, who says, 

"characteristic clothing worn by the 
farmer can always he traced hack to 
world fashions of tne past. A ±ashion 
in high vogue among the nobility can be 
found about fifty years later among the 
artisans and tradesmen of the cities, 
whence it Is slowly passed on to rural 
people. The fartaers change the style 
according to their own tastes and the 
costume may remain in vogue for 
centuries." (25, p.9) 



It must be remembered that froni Medieval times, 
pe(:sa1lts ived in isolated ccmiaunities and had little oppor- 

tunity for O11OWiflg rashions in the way townspeople could. 

it is in this a: that authentic costume has retained 
tracas of ancient custoni. what following ol' town fashions 

there was done by the country people, took place in a 

fragmental way. (2, p.9) Nylen explains that it was 

difficult ror the peasant to understand and follow con- 

tem.porary trends in Fans. Consequently, he initrht buy a 

now kind of hat or have a coat jade in the town Lashion, 

which he would then wear with more dated garments, indicat- 

Ing a different concejton of tue style from that of 

followers or current fashions. In the same way, elements 

of fashion were retained long after they had ceased to be 

fashionable at their source. (48, »p.lO-12) It is in this 

manner that COStUriU3S developed .rhich are truly character- 
Ist le of the country people. 

It is posible to trace some of the elements of folk 

dress to their origin In Medieval times, the Renaissance or 

through to the nineteenth century. Men's short coats, a 

part 01' so many eostumaes, have their ori4n in the Middle 

Ages. Details changed through the centuries as the 

peasants adapted them to their needs. The laced bodices of 

the women's costumes are adaptations of the corsets of the 

court lady. The peasant waman could not manage the lacing 



In the back, since she had no maid, therefore the lacing 

was placed in the front. (68, p.8) 

Tight knee-breeches existed in the fashionable world 

in the seventeenth century, but were not conionly worn by 

peasants in many countries until the rolloviing century, 

taking nearly a hundred years to gain acceptance of popular 

taste. MilIttfl'y Influence can also be traced in men's folk 

dress in hedgear, etcnt use of red anü blue, high boots, 

and nilitary braids. 

Superstition has definitely figured in the develop- 

ment of folk costumes. Lepage-Medvey has analyzed this 

facet o1 iolklore thus: "If the edges of collars und cuffs 

are adorned with lace, it is principally because it forms 

geometrical patterns, or floral designs which are protec- 

tion against misfortune.' The peasantry, often etrenely 
poor, devoted untiring labor and an inordinate aow of 

their meager means, not only to tne production of handsome 

garments adorned with protective syitibol, but aluo to the 

aoquiition Of ornaments of precious metals. A shining 

object defeats the evil eye, consequently, a metallic 

thing is a talisman. (3?, p.12) One of the explanations 

for the ccmmon use of red and blue in costunes 15 that they 

are protective colors, particularly when used in coibina- 

tion with certain embroidered symbols. 

It has already been indicated that peasant dress was 



Influenced by the eotwne of he ru11ng classes or the 

Íashionab10 wor1ì. Thit the upper c1asse wished to pre- 

vent tlÀe Coirrnon people l'rom iiu1t;at1n their dress, le 

attested to by the reeoris ol i.wi.ttiary 1aw whiuh were 

passed in numrous countrle, restricting th ue ot rich 

f&bries and ornamentation. Upon the re3ci.nding Of thce 

rGetruints there wa a tendency or costumes to become very 

elaborate. (50, p.19) The c1ery also exerted some In- 

Iluence on th apparel of the peasantry by recjuiilng dress 

Ior some church ceremonies o be difrerent frogi. that for 

great holidays such a 1aster or Christmas. 

The bright gay colors of folk cost ume indicate the 

delight in oior which forer1y prevailed in all classes. 

This lack of inhiblion in the use of colors produced sur- 

prising, but delightful effects, not the least part of the 

charm of folk attire. 

uropean folk costumes are steadily f aliln into 

disuse for daily wear, and in numerous oou.ntries even 

festival dress i brought out only for very 3pecial occa- 

sions. As the rurtd. population Is exposed thi ough news- 

papers, radio, and coiiLiW1ioation, to thc ways of city 

dwellers, they tend more and niore to give up their tradi- 

tions. At the sanie time, irïoderr industry furnishes fabrics, 

hats, and ornaments that tulkly replace the slow, delicate, 

artistic productions of formerly self-sufficient villages. 

A 



With the acoetance o1 mechanization, Europeans have relin- 

quished much or thc color and distinctiveness of their 

dress, because factory-made garments lack the individuality 

characteristic of hand workmanship. 

European folk costumes gencrt1ly liTave become some- 

what static and, are likely to remain so, in view of their 

continuing disappearance from popular use. There had been 

little interest in folk art, of which peasant dress is one 

i3xpre$3ion, until fairly recent times, ihen it was discover 

ed that it was aisappearing. (5, pp.9-10) As a result, 

existing examples of folk dress are now being preserved in 

ethnological and folklore museums of most countries. This 

has simuiated new interest in folk costume and given it a 

prestige it previously had not known. 

Aside from the consideration that European folk 

dress provides an excellent design source for American folk 

dance costumes, there is the chance that good will may be 

engendered by our interest. In these times of mistrust, 

anything which will reduce resentment and remove barriers 

to international understanding is to be encouraged. 
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CHAPTJR 2 

PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 

The aim of this work is to present some exunp1es of 

European folk costumes from which inspiration may be taken, 

for the design and construction of folk dance dress. A 

dancing costwne niust allow ample freedom to the body. It 
has to be of sixfriciently cool material to remain cornort- 

able during the vi;orous exertions of spirited dance 

routines. Further, an easily launderable fabric is alrxìost 

imperative 11' a costume is to be returned to a fresh condi- 

tion. Perspiration is an unavoidable accompaniment of 

many dance patterns, consequently, non-washable fabrics are 

impractical. 
It is not Intended that an exact copy of the 

European costumes be attempted. It is impossible to repro- 

duce authentic dress without genuine materials, trimrn.Ings, 

and handwork, which are unobtainable excejt In the country 

of origin. what is intended, is that costumes in the 

spirit of the originals may be created by adapting them 

in imerican materials. This means making them more suit- 

able through simplification of the ornamentation, some- 

times a reduction in the number of colors in the costume, 

and unifying of the design detail when that seeme to 

create a snore pleasing effect. In the water color plates, 
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the adaptions from the original illustrations have already 

been made The photographs sho;v the original garments, and 

suggestions for theìr modification are incorporated into 

the directions for their construction. The more modern 

costumes, such as those of Finland, are already so simpli- 

lied and well put together that design changes seem 

unnecessary. 

Very attractive garments can be made by adjusting 

the colors, design, fabrics, and trimmings to retain the 

characteristic features of the original costume, while 

eliminating the disadvantages of cumbersome fabrics, in- 

tricacy of ornamental detail and difficult design. The 

selections included in this thesis were made from hundreds 

of illustrations studied, with this purpose in mind. 

A word should be said about the cost of creating 

these costumes. Fortunately, those fabrics and trimmings 

which best meet ths requirements, are also reasonably 

priced. This means that the American folk dancer's ward- 

robe may represent only a fraction of the investment, in 

time as well as money, of the original European costumes 

from which they were adapted. 

Limitations of' the Study 

The pictorial selections in this thesis are not 

offered as an exhaustive coverage of a comprehensive 
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subject. Rather, they are intended to surgest the many 

possibilities oÍfered ror folk dance costwue construction, 

by reference to the vast area of European folk dross. They 

are only a sampling. 

Study of the information available Oil Europen folk 

costume reveals that many of the sources are in the language 

of the country, often without a French or nglish transla- 

tion. An extensive study of published material requires a 

background in European languages. The scope 01' this work 

was limited in part by these language barriers. The fact 

that illustrations lend themselves to interpretation even 

without benefit of linguistic support, minimized this 

difficulty somewhat. 

A further limitation was presented by the suitability 

()f the available material for the purposes o1 this work. 

Consequently, representations from every uropean country 

are not included. It was found that a few countries nave 

not liad what can be Identified as national folk dress. 

Finally, a limitation was presented by discovery of 

the existence of authentic costumes Íor photographing. 

Suitable garments photographed are offered as an original 

supplement to publi3hed illustrations. 

Method of Procedure 

The plan of work included first procuring information 
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from which useful material about folk costumes could be 

taken. Numerous possible sources of information were ex- 

plored and those which proved helpful are given below. 

The United Nations ducational cientific and 

Cultural Organization sent a list of Information Services 
and. Juropean inbassies in the United $tates. Contacts 

were made with these, and some were able to supply pictor- 
il inforivat.ion or periodicals. few suggested published 

works, or sent addresses in Euro e where recuesta for 
material could be directed. 

The Detroit iublic Library was consulted because 

they have a published list of books on costume. They sent 

a very valuable list of titles from which nuch of the most 

useful information was rained. These publications and 

others as 'eli, when not avail:ble in the Oregon libraries, 

were obtained through the Facific Northwest B1bliograhical 
Center in Seattle. The hold1ns at the Oreon State 
college Library also proved helpful. 

The National Geographic Magazine supplied a list of 

colored photograph series in which folk costumes were 

represented. Those included in the bibliography contain 

illustrations in color, of folk dress of many of the 

countries included in this study. They offer little 

explanatory material, however. 

The advisers to foreign students at both Oregon 
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State College and the University of Oregon, jrovided naines 

of those who had brought a folk costume with them from 

Europe. These students graciously consented to be photo- 

graphed in their native dress. They often could supply 

helpful information about their costumes. 

Through the International Institute in Oakland, 

CaliIornia, the names of persons in possession of authentic 

dress in that region were obtained. They too, cooperated 

by permitting their costumes to be photographed. The 

owners of these costumes, particularly if foreign born, were 

also able to relate 9olne of the interestin folklore 

associated with theIr nativa dress. A few additional photo- 

graphs were supplied from the writer's collection taken in 
Europe. 

Examples of conteiorary fabrics and triiiìiings used 

in Austrian, Finnish, Gernìn, Hungarian and Swiss folk 

costumes were obtained throujh correspondence. A few 

samples of European handwork were received through gifts 

and purchases. From stores in Corvallis, samples were 

purchased of currently available fabrics and trimmings, 

suitable for use in adaptions of the costumes illustrated. 

Choosing the costumes incluôed herein was diff i- 

cult, because almost every costume hes attractive aspects. 

With the princip1e enumerated in the purpose of this 

study in mind, the selections v'ere made. admittedly, the 
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choices are subjective. The water color plates were adapt- 
ed frorr the original sources. They were rendered in a 

relatively flat nianner in order to make the design details 
more sasilj read. Fifty-six different costtires are illus- 
trated and described with suggestions for their construc- 

Oil. 

Keeixig in iaixiu the well-known American admiration 

for speed and "getting things done," the sugestions in- 
corporated in this thesis are based on the use of a minimum 

of handworlc and a maximum of aids to quick construction. 
Conimercial patterns Lor gnera1 style shapea ere vocated. 

The ue w' ribbons, braids, rickrack, and any otber do- 

vices to give the decorative effect of handwork are 

recoxuended. Some idea of the types of ready-made trim- 
mings now available is given in the following sections. 
A few exam1es of suitable washable fabrics are also 

included. 

3ince £o1 dance costumes are not iade corriniercially 

on a 1rge scale, their construction is likely, for the 

present at iast, to continue to be done by the home 

seamstress, or the few specialty shops offering that 

custori service. It is conceivible that in tre some 

clothing manufacturers will recognize the commercial 

possibilities that lie in production of adaptations of 

folk costumes for folk dance wear, as they do for sports 
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and other specialized purposes. 

.attern Sketches for Construction Details 

In order to clarify the style details and suggested 

alterations of commercial patterns, sketches, designated 

Figures 1 to 15 are given. Although not referred to in 

every section, they should be helpful in many instances. 

Fabrics and Trimmings 

This section includes a few examples of contenorary 

American fabrics which are suitable for creating adapta- 

tions of European folk costumes. There are dozens of at- 

tractive, washable fabrics which are acceptable for this 

purpose. Those that suggest a handwoven appearance are 

particu1r1y suitable. Examples of contemporary European 

fabrics are included in the sections on Austria, Finland, 

Germany, Hungary, and Switzerland. 

Trirnxiings are now quite plentiful. They are espec- 

ially helpful in simulating handwork decoration on the 

costumes. Those included are typical of American trimmings. 

They are different from European braids, examples of which 

are included in the sections on Austria and Germany. These 

may be purchased in the United States from shops which sell 

folk costwnes or from large department stores. A few ex- 

amples of European handwork are also included in the sections 

to which they pertain. 
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FIGURE 16 

AMERICAN RIBBONS AND BRAIDS 
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FIGUI?.E 17 

AMER ICAN E ?ELT AND BRAIDS 
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FIGTJRE 13 

ME1UCAN DENIMS 
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FIO!URE 19 

AMERICM EMBOSSED COTTON AND SAILCLOTH 
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FIGURE 20 

AMERICAN DENIMS 
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FIGURE 21 

AMRIOAN DENIM WITH ILNDWOVEN LOOK 
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PLATE 2 

WOMJN'S COSTUME FROM SALZBURG, AUSTRIA 

PLATE 3 

MAN'S COSTUME FROM SALZBURG, AU3TRIA 
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CHAPTER 3 

AUSTRIA 

The wearing of folk dress in Austria went into a de- 

dine during the last century, after the railroad put rural 
conirnunities in touch with the cities. The young men ex- 

changed their "lederhosen" or leather shorts, ror more 

comrortable trousers and the women substituted hats for 
kerchiefs. A!ter the first world War when Austria lost 
sonic of her empire, a revival of patriotism seems to have 

set in, and in the rural regions, folk dress is coLìmonly 

worn to this day, especially on Sundays and festive occas- 

ions. It is one of the picturescjue experiences afforded 

by an event such as the annual Salzburg Music Festival, to 

see the native populace in gay folk dress. This region is 

probably as close to any of being the origin of the popu- 

lar gathered skirt known as the "dirndl.t' (6, p.8) 

Perhaps a parallel might be drawn between Austria 

and France at this point. Folk costumes are still being. 

worn in these countries whose capital cities, Vienna and 

Paris, in spite of being leading fashion centers for much 

of the western world, have not stifled the traditional 
dress and pride in its use ol' their country people. 

On late 2 the young Austrian girl is wearing a 

costume of the Salzburg region. It is entirely of 
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handwoven and hand-b1ockd linon. Austrian costes may 

also be iade oi silk, rayon, or cotton. Sugestod fabrics 

for this costume are linen-like rayon, or cotton broad- 

cloth. The blouse may be constructed from a pattern with 

puffed sleeves and fullness throah the bust. The fullness 

may be adjusted above the bodice top by a drawstring. Lace 

may be applIed to the edge of the sleeves and neckline. 

The bodice Is shaped with a semi-square neckline, 

trimiaed with u corded piping and closed with hooks and 

eyes down the center front. 

The dirndl, which Is lined at the bottom to give it 

body, is of moderate fullness and the apron worn over it 

Is also gathered and tied in front. While Austrian women, 

and those from other countries as well, like more than one 

print combined in a costume, it is suggested that the 

fabric of either the skirt or apron be a solid color, with 

any decoration confined to a band of color matching that 

in the bodice. 

The mìn's costume shows the typical leather shorts 

which are worn for folk dancing and warm weather. They 

are attached to suspenders decorated with a carved doer- 

horn medallion. His grey flannel jacket has four pockets 

which are lined with bright red. They have an applique of 

a green oukisaf around the opening. The jacket has deer- 

horn buttons. A pattern for a man's sport jacket may be 
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used as a guide for construction. Denim or corduroy are 

acceptable fabrics, and sateen is suitable for lining. 

The shorts may be made oí corduroy, sailcloth or denim. 

The suspenders may be decorated with a band of braid of' 

the type shown in Figures 16 and 23. A trouser or 3horts 

pattern arranged in front like sailor blues will be helpf'ul. 

Corded piping mriíy he added at tue edges or the c1oing. 

The Austrians wear either iee-length stockings or a short 

knitted band over jìst the calf' of the leg, with this 

costume, 

Exarìples o:r contemporary Austrian fabrics and 

trimmings are gIven on the following pages. 
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FIGURE 22 

AUSTRD FABRICS USED IN COSTU1ES 
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FIGURE 23 

AUSTRIAN BRAIDS USED IN COSTUME, S 
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PLATE 4. 

VOMAN IN VIINTER DRESS FROM DIMITROVO; 

AND MAN FROM 3OFIA BULGARIA 
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kdLATE 5 

WOMAN'S SUM!R DRESS FROM KIUSTENDD; 

AND MAN'S ENSEMBLE FROM IHTIMAN, BULGARIA 
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PLATB 6 

WOMAN FROM LRLOVO; 

AND MAN FROM BELA, BULGARIA 
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CHAPTER J 

BULGARIA 

The elaborate native dress of this Balkan nation is 
one or the most irn.portant expressions of its culture. 
(65, p.3) The climate is one of extreme contrasts and this 
Is reflected in its clothing. In swnier, the Bulgarian 
woman wears a chemise-like dress, embroidered In countless 
colors. During the winter, she wears an over-dress of' 

thick material, usually dark blue, decorated with red braid 
and richli embroidered around the hem, neck, and bottom of 

the sleeves, The ien wear richly ornamented ensembles 

with gaily colored cuinerbunds. (41, p.92) 

Following industrialization of the country's 
economy, many traditional garments have vanished, some have 

undergone changes or been superseded by more modern ver- 
sions. The costumes always tell something about the 
wearer, Bulgarian woman's marital status is revealed by 

her headdress, a maiden goes bareheaded while a matron 

wears a kerchief. Her dress may also show what part of' 

the country she is from. man's occuj.ation is often 

indicated by his dress. (65, p.23) 

The costumes shown on Plate 4 are of a woman in 

winter dress from the district of Diniitrovo, and a man 

from Sofia. The authentic costumes are very highly 
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ornamented. The adaptions shown may be decorated ror folk 

dancing by use of braids and similar aids. The woman's 

dress raay be mìde from a simple jumper pattern, altered ir 

necessary, to correspond more closely to the illustration. 

Braids are applied vertically to the bodice front. The 

armholes are hound uith bias. six-gore skirt has long 

godets inserted about seven inches below the waist to in- 

crease the fullness. These seanis are then decorated with 

braids or embroidery stitches. À belt of ribbon, braid 

and rickrack is matched by a series of bands and rickrack 

applied to the bottom of the skirt. Sugested fabrics for 

the dress are wool-like spun rayon or pinwale corduroy. 

The blouse is raade from a tunic style suggested by 

Figure 10. It has wide cuffs which are trined with more 

braids and rickrack, such as shown in Figures 16 and 17. 

The stand-up collar is made from a straight piece attached 

to the neckline and bound with a corded piping. i L1ue or 

muslin are sugested materials for the blouse. 

The man's costume is typical of the "whlt&' style 

commonly worn. His shirt is like a tunic with very full 

sleeves which are covered with much handwork, but may be 

simulated with the ever useful braids and rickrack sug- 

gested above. The front and collar of the shirt are also 

decorated with braid. Linen-like rayon is sugested shirt 

fabric. 
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ills straight-cut jacket nay be made from McCall's 

4476 which is a pajama pattern. The sleeves need to be 

cut off about the middle of the upper arm. The front is 

altered to an oval shape as shown. The jacket is worn 

open, therefore the fronts should not overlap, hut merely 

moot. A generous application of braids, rickrack and bind- 

ing enhance the interest of the jacket. It may be con- 

structed of denim or sailcloth. 

For the white trousers use duck, or sailcloth. The 

pajama trousers ny serve as a pattern guide, hut the legs 

will need to he narrowed and a patch stitched on, from the 

knees to the ankles in the manner shown. At the waist, a 

very wide cwnierbund is worn, made of plain and plaid spun 

rayon or similar fabric, It may be reinforced with wash- 

able interfacing. 
Plate 5 shows a summer dress from the district of 

Kiustendil and a man's ensemble from Ihtimmn. Before 

adaptation, the dress 'cias an exauple of a two apron style. 

The bodice is similar to that shown in Figure 1. It is 

decorated around the neckline to the center front closing 

with braId, rickrack, lace, and ribbon. The arniscyes are 

also bound vith bias. A linen-like rayon material, lined 

with sateen is suggested for this bodice. 

The blouse is made from a modification of a tunic 

pattern. A stand-up collar Is made by attaching a straight 



band. to the neckline. .A tiny ruffle of lace is added to 

tne neck edge and an opening is left at the carter frcnt. 

The sleeves are ornamented with embroidery, braid and rick- 

rack. They are close fitting to the elbow, fron which 

there is a full ruffle, edged with lace Muslin wou]5 be 

a good fabric criolce. 

The skirt is gathered at the waistline. It Is given 

a double skirt effect by underlaying a contrastixg color 

near the hemline as shown. The upper edge is bound with 

soutache braid. The bottom edge is piped with cordiw. to 

give it firmness. Material for the skirt may be linen-like 
rayon or pique. For the apron, select a striped denim or 

chambray in colors similar to those shown. Attach a 

straight piece of the fabric to a band and tie at the back. 

The male costume is richly ornamented with braids 

and pipings and is an example of a typical "dark" Bulgarian 

ensemble. It is suggested that 3impliclty pattern 4034. be 

used for a guide, since it contains a bolero and knec- 

length trousers. The bolero win be attractive if trirrinied 

in the manner illustrated. This will require some skill 

and will he difficult for a novice sewer. The bolero and 

trousers may be made of denim or sailcloth. The wesklt may 

be constructed of chintz and embroidered in wool yarns. A 

commercial transfer pattern may be utilized if freehand 
drawing is not possible. several rows of braid and piping 
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are applied at the neckline. The weskit iaay be zipped or 

buttoned at the underarm. 

The b1ous i 1hioncd tron a tunic style, with a 

stand-up collar added and cuí'rs on the 31eeves. iiokrack 

triis the edge of tha collar and cuffs. Linen-like rayon 

is suitabla for th hloue. The trousers have already been 

znntLoned, but note also should be aaCe of the chûracterls- 

tic decoration on them.. ThIs may be done wItI braid and 

rickrack rather than exabroidery. For the cummerbund ieiect 

a wide band of rayon bengaline and reinforce with washable 

interfacing. High boot3 re a characteristic feature of 

thii costia and should be worn instead of shoes. 

The costumes on Plate 6 are of a woman from Karlovo 

and a man troni Bela. This is another example of the 

woman's dnter res. The blouse is a tunic style, and e.- 

cept for including . tight knit sleeve within the loose full 

one, is no different from that shown in Figure 10. MuslIn 

I sußgested for the blouse. White braid with an edge 

fifliZh may trini the sleeves arid neckline. The knitted 

sleeves may be constructed from cotton jersey, although the 

costunie is equally attractive without them. 

The dress nay be cut from a jumper pattern including 

a flare skirt. The neckline Is styled in a itodif led V and 

bound with two rows of colored braid, as are the armscyes. 

The embroidered medallions cit tha waistline may be created 
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from braid also. The bottom of the skirt is bound with 

bias and more colored braid. A washable interfacing ap- 

plied at th hniline will inljrove the flare. A crease- 

resibtant cotton in rich navy blue 13 a happy choice for 

this dress. Th apron iy be made of muslin and trirjmed 

in tie same manner as tul3 biOse. 

The mn's attire eceinplifie the Buigerian love for 

deoovatioì. This cotuziie i not o readily made as sorne, 

but with the help of the Spanih ootuine Simplicity 4034, 

a s1iilar garment is posib1 . The tunic otfer no problem, 

It will look weil in linen-like rayon and ean be readily 

decorated with braids, euch as shown in Figure 16. The 

jacket rnny be constructed from the bolero pattern, but in 

order to get the fuilnass at the bottom, the back is 

narrowed slintly and a gore Inserted underneath each arm. 

This piece is decorated with braid, more is applied to the 

back section. ftows of braid and bias are appiieCt around 

the iick, aieyoa and down the front. suitable fabric 

f02 both the jackut and trousers ì3 sailcloth. 

Th troiwer are ¿niã-oalf length and are fuJi. in the 

seat, but boome cloe-titting as they reach tkìe bottom. 

While the boots sho'.tn could be irade of a thick wool felt 

and decorated, it i more practical to include them as the 

lower prrt 01' the trouser legs, in contrasting rabric. 

The decorative effect on the trousers is obtained with 
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bias and braid applied in the back and around the pockets 

in the front. 

Handwork of the type done on the authentic costumes 

is 1ven on the following page. 
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FIURE 24. 

]3ULGARL'N HANDWORK t3ED IN COSTTJMS 



a
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2LAT 7 

WOMAN OF BOHEMIA; INP MAN FROM 

EAs1rkRN 3!iKL, GZEOHOSLOVAIA 
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CIIA. TER 5 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

In the western regions, national costume has almost 

disappeared from everyday life excelDt In a rew villages. 
In the central section o1 Czechoslovakia xay be Íounk the 

richest and most beautiful exaíiiples of folk dress. 

(39, p.16) Here bright colored skirts, handworked collars 
and starched puffy sleeves are the usual features of the 

holiday dress of a countrywoman. (14, p.204) At one tiLie 

from fifteen to twenty-five petticoats were worn by the 

women creatin; an extremely full skirt. (59, p.32) 

Today the costumes are still handwoven, although in 

the more industrialized regions they may be machine-made. 

Plate 7 shows a young girl from Bohemia and a man from 

eastern $lovakia. Her costumß in the authentic version 

would be made of linen and wool. or rolk dancing, it jS 

reconiraended that a crisp percale be used ror the blouse in 

order for the very full pul'fed sleeves to keep their shape. 

A peasant pattern may be used as a guide for making the 

blouse, the sleeves of which will need to be exaggerated 

in size. They are drawn up below the elbow with braid and 

trimmed on the ruffle with more of the same A ruffle is 
also applied around the neckline. The gathered skirt may 

be made from a striped denim or sailcloth. Three lengths 
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will surrice. The bottoni is trimmed with a row or bias and 

a cancan petticoat is allowed to show below. A row of eye- 

let trim as shown in Figure 17 may be applied to the 

hemline. 

The masculine dross includes a decorated leather, 
fur-lined jacket, linen tunic, and wool trousers. The 

jacket may be cut from a pajama pattern, without the 

sleeves, except that the shouldarline is made to extend 

about two inches beyond normal. It reaches about four 
inches below the waistline. Trim may consist of several 

braids applied at the neckline and shoulders. Chainoia- 

colored denim as shown in Figure 20, is e good fabric for 

the jacket which should be lined with sateen. 

The tunic is decorated below the shoulders and at 
the wrists. It is tied at the waist with a cord. The 

stand-up collar is trimmed with bias tape. Recommended 

fabric for the tunic Is linen-like rayon. Trousers made 

from a pajama pattern need to be narrowed toward the 

bottom, and should be moderately close-fitting. The 

authentic costuxue has leggings laced with thongs like 
those on their espadrille-lIke foot gear. Black sailcloth 
or denim may be chosen for the trouser fabric. 



PLATE 8 

WOMAi' OF NORTh FALSTER, DENMARK 
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CHTR 6 

DENMARK 

Country folk In Denmrk ceased wearing costw.es al- 

most one hundred yeers ago except for the fishwives, vho 

may still be seen today, at the merket in the center or 

Copenhagen. Pestival costumes now exist only in museum 

collections. (2, p.3) 

In previous times, there existed a rigid dress 

ritual of which there are still vesti:es. These will be 

given in some detall. While clothing customs differ in 

each country, these may serve s indications of the rela- 

tionship of folk dress to the important events in the lives 

of European peasantry. 

The first festivity in Denmark was the childbirth 

party which took place a few days after the birth. The new 

mother had to sit up in bed, dressed in her finest clothes, 

to receive the congratulations of friends and neighbors. 

At baptism the godmother was the most important per3on, 

next to the child. The godmother provided the christening 

clothes, and. If she were quite a favorite it was necessary 

for her to set in a supply or christening clothes which she 

used for all her godchildren. Confirmation marked the 

entry into grown-up society and adult clothes were worn for 

the first time. Young people received their first pair of 



shoes or boots, where they had previously had only wooden 

jhoes. (2, p.5) 

The weddïng was the greatest feast of all, and was 

usually celebrated In the srIn or fall so as not to 

Interfere with the ork in the fields. A big country 

wedding lasted Í'iv or six days. Th bride sat In her 

carriage on the way to church in cdl her finery for every- 

one to ad.cilre. At the ensuing party she danced the first 

dances in her brid1 dress, hut at midnight the bride was 

danced out of the girls' coxnpany into that of the narried 

woxien. A black cap, the symbol of her dignity as s married 

woman, was then put on her head, this being referred to as 

"going un1er the caj." For each day the wedding festivities 

lasted, the bride had to -flear o different costunie. 

(2, pp.6-7) 

The bridegroom wore the beautifully embroidered shirt 

which his bride had iade for him. He also wore a hat for 

the first tin, this beine the married man's symbol or the 

dignity of that stato, 

Morners at f wierals wore black or blue. From 

Medieval times, women vore a black skirt over their heads 

while in moning. Throughout the year cI' rnournin the 

widow had to h3ve someone escort her to church, because she 

was so closely iantled he could not see. The wedding 

shirt also served as burial clothes. In seine regions the 
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girls made burial clothes as soon as they were oonfirmed, 

in others it became the bride's first duty to make her 

grave clothes. This melancholy task resulted 
from the attitude that one must he ready for the unexiect- 

ed. In orae regions young girls were buried in bridal 
dress. (2, p.7) 

In addition to these princpa). events of 1fc, there 

were th annual festivals at Christmas and Ister. r'ixlly, 

there were festivities upon completion of coinnion functions, 

sueh as Liousebuilding, hnrvest1rg, preparation of flax and 

wool. For these occasions, folk dress played a part. iith 
the isolation that accoinpanicd earlier tirites, these events 

provided the only relief from the drudgery of peasant life. 
In Denmark th married woman' s cap was worn on all 

solemn occasions and 

It was the last part 
had become a kind of 

it pesin, went the 

Danish peasant class 

Skirts of the 

its went with its owner to the grave. 

of the folk costume to disappear. It 
symbol of the peasant els arAd with 

last viib1e boundary tetween thu 

and. et her people. (2, i .9) 

festivz3i costumn.e were beautifully 
pleated. The technique of making pleats was known in the 

tute of the Vjkjns. "The pleats were tacked ifl place, und 

on baking day the hot losves just rerioved freni the ovens 

were placed on top of the skirts which were thus steamed 

anci. pressed at the same time." (2, p.10) The front of 
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the skirt was made o less expensive in.eteria1, being hidden 

under the apron. This was a matter ot economy. The apron 

was an incIisensible article of dress and there was much 

superstition associated with it It was considered e shield 

agaînst the cvii eye. (2, p.9) 

An example of Danisìi costume is given on Plate . It 

is iore conservative in 'oior thsn LioSt. 

bodice are 1i ir! one p1ce, the oenip. 

inches below the waistline at the center 

style similer- t.o that sketched in figure 

gathered skirt oonsiting of two lengths 

make the dress. Suggested iaaterial is p 

The neckline, sleeves, and skirt hemline 

with ribbon oÍ tvrn vidths. 

Under the bodice a peasant blouse 

The skirt en 

extending six 

Íront. bodice 

3., atteched to a 

of fabrics win 

1.nwale corduroy. 

ere all tr1rnned 

is worn, similar 

in styli to that sketched in Figure , witb ruffled collar 

and curm. Linen-like rayon will be a heppy chotce for 

this j.t;iii. The gathered apron will be attractive in e. 

strl2ed chambray containing colors which harmonize with 

the trim ori the dreus, 
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PLATE 9 

COSTUME OF MUHTJ ISLAND, ESTONIA 

PLATE 10 

COSTTJMB 0F THE MAINLAND, ESTONIA 
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CHPTIR 7 

ESTONIA 

This small Baltic country has known only a brief 
period of autonomy. Despite its troubled history, there 

are examples of national costumes worn by the peasants. 

farming and fishing are their chief occupations and the 

details of their costwaes are symbolic of them. Blue color 

represents the sea, and yellow the rye plant, which is their 

staple grain. 

Folk costumes are chiefly worn in 1stonia for hou- 

days and festival occasions. Although the people do not 

have the freedom to express their nationality as formerly, 

they have built up a traditional respect for their folk 

dress. When wearing their national costumes, they do not 

drink alcoholic beverages, smoke, or do ballroom dancing. 

Their conduct while in costume is expressive of their 
patriotic feeling. 

The costume on .late 9 is that of an unmarried girl 
from Muhu Island. The little wedge-shaped hat represents 

a ship. The blue of her rayon satin apron is symbolic of 

the sea. The blouse is handwoven linen vith red cross- 

stitch decoration on the epaulets and around the front 

opening. This ornamentation includes the owner's name and 
birth date worked in as part of the design. The handwoven 



skirt has a combination or yellow, green, dark red, white, 
purple and pink $tripes and Is gathered at the waistline. 
A inodiÍication oí this costume could be very wearable for 
folk dancing. The blouse may be eut like Figure 8, but 

with a high collar. The little stand-up collar is nade by 

attaching a straight strip abozt one inch wide to the neck- 

line. ir there is time and inclination to do hand ein- 

broiclery on the blouse, choose a geometric cross-stitch 
transfer pattern to ornament the area around the front 
closing and on the epaulets. The epaulets are merely 

rectangular, faced pieces, tapered toward the shoulder edge, 

and stitched into the neckline at the saine time the stand-up 

collar is attached. In lieu of handwork, the use of one or 

tvo of the braids sbovm in Figure 16 or 17 will give the 

effect of embroidery. Muslin or a linen-like rayon are 

suitable fabrics for the blouse. 

The ajron may be a combination of rayon and cotton 
material, or all of one kind of fabric. n embossed cotton 

will give a resemblance to that pictured. Rickrack, ribbon 

and various braids in a pleasing combination of colors may 

here be a matter of choice. The apron may be gathered on 

a band of braid. It is sußgested that the leather belt be 

replaced by this braid which seems more in keeping with the 

textures of the rest of the costume. 

The skirt fabric, two lengths of which will suffice, 
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may be selected from cotton denim or sailcloth. The denim 

example in Figure 21 has a soniewimt handwoven look and 

would be a good. choice. The band at the bottom or the 

skirt, Thr which braid again niay be used, serves not only 

a decorative purpose, but ;lves the heinline firmness as 

well. The elaborately knitted stockings and handmade 

sboa are very attractive part of the authentic costume, 

but are not nocessary for folk dancing purposes. 

nothei exampia of an Estonien oostuce, Plate 10, 

shows a handwoven striped skirt with bri;ht red and dark 

b1U3 )redOJfliflatiflg. The embroidered blouse is a tradi- 
tional peasant style excej for its abbreviated length. 

The blouse may be made frcia a :iattern of the type shown 

in Fiure 3 with a turn-back collar added. The collar may 

ì)C cit by usin thc neck1in edge of the pattern as siig- 

gested by the sketch in Figure 3. The collar will roll 
better if the patterns are overlapped at the sleeve edge 

about one-half inch, nd just allowed to meet at the neck- 

line odg3. The blouse is so short it stops above the waist 

and reuires a pretty white caralsoie underneath. This 

loose blouse may be made of muslin and decorated with rows 

o blue and red braid of the type shown In Figures 16 and 

17. Lace may be applied at the bottom to suggest the 

erochsted trim illustrated. 
The skirt ra:y be flade fron two lengths of similarly 
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striped sailcloth, denim, or a wool-like spun rayon. It 

mßy be irect1y ajplied to a waistband or braid, or the 

braId may be worn o;er the top or the s}zirt a a separate 

belt. Notice the silver brooch which is worn at the 

neckline. (ihile seemingly purely decorative, it is quite 

likely a vestige of the &irlier be1If in the efficacy 

of a talisnian to keep away dreaded spirits. 
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:LAm 11 

MAN'S COT'3ME FROM 3ÁTAXJNT; 

AND WOMAN'$ COETUJ FROM KOKKOLAN, FINLAND 
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PLATE 12 

COSTUME FROM SAyO, FDLND 

PLATE 13 

CO3TUMr; FIWM KIFUKONUX4MN, ]L 
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CHA-TR 8 

F INLAND 

The 1nns are vigorously patriotic and have long 
utilized the medium or folk dress to ex2ress their love of 

country. The old folk costumes, however, h fallen out 

of general use toward the end of the nineteenth century. 

Through the encouragement of folklore societies, the making 

and wearing of modernized national costwnes, designed on 

the basis of the old models, has been revived. (44, p.17) 
It was during the period of' industrial development 

that the folk costume fell out of' common use. The men's 

costumes, being somewhat less practical than those of' the 

women, have not been restored to popular use except for 

folk dancing, especially in the summer. Nowadays young 

women in rural comtunities often wear their folk dress on 
festive occasions, particularly in the swiraer time. 

(44, p.17) 

In earlier times it was expected that a young girl 

make all of her costume from which could then be judged 

her potenti1 skill in housewil'ely duties. (32, p.3) 

Thus, the costumes of a country are freauently found to be 

intimately concerned with traditions of social signifi- 

canee. The modern Finnish costumes are exceedingly 

attractive and can be translated into American fabrics 
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with a minimum of difficulty. Reds and 'blues are favorite 

colors in their costunies. Figure 25 is exemplary of their 

modern handwoven skirt and bodice fabrics. It Illustrates 

Finnish skill in combining colors. 

The man's costumuìe on k"late 11 Is adapted from that 

of the district of 3atakunta in Western Finland. The 

shirt, made of linen in Finland, would be equally satis- 

factory in cotton broadcloth or poplin. A pattern sugest- 

ed by the sketch in Figure 10, with gathered sleeves and 

cuffs may be used. The trousers would be effective in 
corduroy or denim and may be cut from the Spanish costume 

pattern Simplicity 4034. A piping at the side as shown 
will be an interesting detail. The vest may be constructed 

by using Simplicity pattern 4107, with changes in the neck- 

line and a stand-up collar added. n attractively striped 

cotton fabric may be used as shown in Figure 18. The vest 

should be lined with sateen to give the garment more f irin- 
ness and help prevent wrinkling. 

The woman's costume is adapted from the region of 

Kokkolan. This dress exemplifies the modernization which 

has taken place in Finnish costumes. Its simplicity makes 
it easy to construct in American fabrics. A ready- 

made cotton or rayon scarf may be worn over the shoulders 

and tucked into the bodice. The blouse may be linen or 

any cotton of similar weI,ht, for which a simple peasant 



style pattern with lonr sleeves will be suitable. The 

bodice rny be cut like the sty1c suggested in Figure 1, 

with extensions added in fro to create the double- 

breasted ciosixig. Shiny gold or brass buttons will be a 

good choice. The bodice should extend below the waist 

enough to cornpletely cover the blouse, as this not only 

makes a tidier appearance, but gives a more attractive pro- 

portion as well. A wool-like cotton or spun rayon iriakes a 

satisfactory bodice, which should be lïned with sateen. If 

desired, a washable interfacing ay be used. 

The apron is white linen-like rayon or cotton fabric 

gathered on a band. It may have white embroidery or be left 

undecorated. The skirt is the basic gathered style, two 

lengths of fabric being quite enough unless much fullness 

is desired. i sailcloth with a firm hand such as shown in 

Figure 19 will make an attractive skirt. 
The very wearable costurue shown on Plate 12 is that 

of the region of Sayo. The blouse is linen and has been 

trLnnied with fringe and open work done with white thread. 

The style shown in 1igure is suitable for this blouse. 

The bodice may be constructed frein the style shown in 

Figure 1, cutting off one and one-half inches from each 

side or the front, and lacing through metal or embroidered 

oyelts. The bodice extends about three inches below the 

waistline arid is attractively detailed in the back, with 
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the ends or the sections bound separately and eliptically 
shaped like the illustration in igur 1. The skirt is 

haiuiwoven wool, but a ooã substitute would be a wool-like 

cotton stripe, sailcloth or denim in similar color comoina- 

tions. The colors oÍ this ooetune are especially handsome 

combinin rich blue vith red, yellow, and beige. 

The cotwne on Plate 1) with dark greem predominating, 

is from Kirkkonur'men. The bodice is attached to the skirt 
which is pleated at the v;aist, and the placket continues 

down from the bodice opening. Th skirt-pockot is remov- 

able and ties around the waist on a narrow tape, which 

shoifld be tucked under the bodice out of sight. The 

blouse in this costunie has a moderately high plain round 

neckline, and long, rather ull, cuffed sleeves. 3ince 

descritions and suggestions for construction are very 

much like the roregoinp, reference ay be made to that 

section. 
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FIGURE 25 

FINNISH HANDWOVEN COSTUME FM3RIC 
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PLATE 11+ 

FISHRWOMN'S COSTUME OF BOTJLOGNE; 

COSTUME OF TH1RMAL REGION OF 

VICHY ANk) BOURBON, FEiANCE 



J 
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PLAIE 15 

COUPLE OF BASTJE REGION, 

IN P YRENES, FRANCE 





PLATE 16 

YOUNG GIRLS FROM LOCRANAN, 

BRITTANY, FRANCE 

PLATE 17 

COL[L OF PAU IN PRENEES, FRANCE 
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CHAPTER 9 

FRiNCE 

Paris has long been acknowledged a leader in setting. 

fashion trends around the world. Yet within its own 

boundaries, some areas of France have not been noticeably 

influenced by the Íashionable couture of Paris. This is 

not to be interpreted as signifying that outlying regions 

or rance are not creative. Rather, lt means that as long 

as regions contain small villages, having little contact 

with raetrojol1tan centers, their interest in contenorary 

rashion currents remains slight. Their originality is 

expressed in distinctive costumes reiring great skill 

in handwork, for which French women are justly renowned. 

Headdress in particular, has attained literally pheno- 

menai heights in sonic regions of Erance. 

Iiile folk costumes are still being worn in a few 

provinces of irance, they are more and more becosiing dress 

for special occasions and Sundays. Efforts of tradition- 

alists seek to restore their use. (21, p.3) Oftentimes, 

the embroidery designs used in their costumes are compos- 

ed of several border patterns placed next to each other. 

(40, p.11) This makes it possible to get a similar 

effect with ready-made American braids which are now 

plentiful. Plate 16 Is an example. 
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Perhaps one style that the city has adopted from 

the country is the beret, whose origin seems to be in the 

Pyroriecs, but whose use is not by any means confined to 
that region. On almost any street in Paris the beret is 

to be seen with erhaps more frequency than any other 

style oÍ mon's headgear. 

The French peasant women like jewelry, and large 

crosses are favorite ornaments. Some or their costnies 
depict characteristic features of their locality. The 

costuiìes on Plate 14 are exa&ples: oysters are shown on 

the apron of a fisherwoman of 3ou1ogne, the first fishing 

port of France. The costume has in addition, a wave-like 

motif on the scarf, which symbolizes the sea. The dress 

on the right depicts the thermal sprints 01 the region of 

Vichy and Bourbon. 

These costwnes may be adapted for folk dancing 

very easily. The originals contain far niere detail 

appliqued on the aprons than is here illustratcu. Enough 

of the elements oC that decoration were retained, however, 

to identify their source. The costurne on the left con- 

sists of a cotton dress in two different colors o1 blue, a 

white dickey an cuffs, a cotton shoulder scarf, and 

white apron with applique . The stirfly starched lace cap 

is characteristic of French folk headdress. 

Chambray, chintz or polished cotton with a 
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crease-resistant finish will be suitable for this dress. 

It may be made from a pattern having a close-fitting 

bodice and a full gathered skirt. The neckline is shaped 

In a V and a frilly white batiste or lace dickey fills in 

the area. The saine fabric is used for the cuffs on the 

long sleeves. A triangle of chartreuse linen-like rayon, 

with a braid stitched around the edges, will make the 

scarf. Bias tape may be used at the bottom of the hem and 

a stiffening of washable interfacing will help to make the 
skirt stand out attractively. The gathered apron, made of 

white muslin, may have the motif applied with textile 

paint, embroidery or applique. 

The costume on the right may also be made of a 

crisp-finish cotton. A dress pattern providing for a close- 

fitting bodice, and a full circular skirt will be satis- 

factory. If preferred, a four-gore skirt providing less 
flare may be used, Grey bias may be used to bind the 

bottom edge. 

The neckline is cut rather wide and has a dainty 

white collar. An eyelet trim, such as shown in Figure 17, 

would be a handy short-cut for the collar and cuffs. The 

aron may he made from muslin. The apron bib has shoulder 

straps which tie at the back waistline, to tie-bands from 

the sides. The decoration on the apron may be done with 

textile paint, embroidery or applique. 



The coupla on .-1ate 15 are froni the i-yrenees Basque 

region, which lies astride France and. Spain. The woman's 

costume consists of a white lon-sloeved cotton blouse, a 

bright orange-red scarr pinned to the blouse, and a 11ht- 
weiIit wool skirt with a wide black band over which is 

tied a belt 1'iuri with bells. Fabric suggested for the 

blouse is muslin or percale. .Ê plain dress bodice pattern 

with a high round necc and long sleeves will serve for the 

blouse. The scarf may be rnade from a triangle of bright 

colored cotton, with braid or bias stitched at the edges 

and in the center as shown. 

A sailcloth may be selected for construction of the 

skirt, which should be moderately full. Three lengths of 

fabric wifl be enough, gathered on a black band about 

four inches wide. This nay be the same type of material 

used in the skirt. The band may be stiffened with inter- 
facing. Acquiring small bells for the belt may be diff i- 

cult, but copper wire could be formed into a bell shape 

and several of these looped on to cording covered with 

black bias. Metal Christmas bells would be good, if 

obtainable. Another possibility would be to use a band 

of tassels or cotton pom-poms on the skirt and the waist- 

line to suggest the .rqotion of the bells. A band of black 

fabric is applied about ten inches from the bottom of the 

he ni. 
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Tht sian's costwue inc1ude the typical Basque beret, 
t white cotton shirt, a loose wool overbiouse and black 

wool trousers. The shirt ny be made o1 cotton broadcloth 
from a turLic style, ueh as shown In Firyire 10, with a 

turn-down collar added. The overbiouse 1'abric may be of 

denim or sailcloth, and trimmed with a fitted neckbarid or 
a bi&s binding. A 3uggested pattern source is to utilize 
a pajama top and modify in the rnanner suggested by the 

sketch in Figure 14. 

The trousers may also be nade of' sailcloth or denim. 

The 'attern in Butterick 6550, an Uncle Sam costurìe, will 
be helpful. The Basnue mon wear espadrilles, and since 

that type of' footwear is now available in canvas fabri 
they would make an appropriate and coCortab1e completion 

of the costume. 

Young French ir1s of Loeranan, Brittany, on Plate 
16, proudly wear their festiva). dress. Older women wear 

a costume of' sini1ar style, but ureter dark colors in 

wool, or silk. These costumes differ only in color. They 

consist of a dress with epaulets, long sleeves, suare 
neckline, wide baud over the bodice and a gathered skirt. 
Over bhis is worn a white gathered aron. Thse are 

unusually simple French costunes. 

The dress niy be rade by utilizing a coinnierolal 

pattern with plain bodice end gathered skirt. The long 
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s1eeve re 1ft wide at the wrist. The epau1et arc an 

extension or the nornial $houlder line o about two inches. 

These aro faoeû and thus provide a plae io attach the 

sleeves at the noriìiai. hou1der lin3. 8ugsti febrie Lor 

the dre3scì are wool-like zun rayon, r1annt1ette or 

cotton brodc1oth. The wide band across the bodice may be 

stiffeneç with washab1 inter'acin nd rastied vith hooks 

and eyes. The sleeves and bottoi of the skirt my bc 

decorated with several rows of rickrack ana gold or sikver 

braids in the Nanner shown. Two 1Engths of f.brio will be 

ample for the skirt. Muslin or percale will be suitable 

for the ron, which is also triiied arcund the bottom and 

sices with rickrack. 

The couple from au in th Iyrerìees on i-late 17 is 

werin festiv&1 dress. The womin's eostwue is a athcred 

black skirt and white apron, tied with a oloreì ribbon. 

The top consists of a white blouse over which a blackz 

bodice with n inbroi'ered braid trïn is worn, and into 

which a black silk scarf is tucked. A b1ack cotton, such 

as roadc1otii or Indanhad may be used ror th skirt, 

whieh is gathereö. on wa1tband. Th blouse iaay be 

fashioned ftO!i fine rius1in in the sty1 shown in Figure 9. 

The bodice can be naJe from a clos -fitting tres pattern 

sirnilr to the sketch in Figure II. Sigested fabric is 

Indianhead or denim lined with muslin. A colorful scarf 
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in dark ton3s,, long straaner3 of brocaded red ribbon tiod 

around the wal3t, plus a white cotton apron, complete the 

coot unie. 

The nwn's jacket can be cnad frofl e red cotton 

such a corduro7, or a wool-like spuxt rayon using a 

pattern euch as Butterick 6550. Hi vest Is whte ad 

could be cithinated entirely since the shirt is also white. 

The style ohown in the sketch in F1ure 10 is ugested for 

the shirt. Hi knee-length trousers may be made of 

corduroy fron S1nìplicity pattern 4034. At t.he bottor of 

the trouore is tied a hri ribbon. The 2ock re hnd- 

knitted. A sport shox my hive knee-ienth eock, but they 

mht be more intezestin if handbìitted, of either wool 

or a blend. 
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PLATh 10 

COUPL2 FROM BAVARIA, GIRMANY 

LA 19 

WOMAN ThOM BERCHThSWWEN, GERMANY 
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?LA'1 20 

COTJ2L Ï1OM BAD RIOLDSAU, 

i3LCK 7ORE3T, GE1WNY 
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CHAPTER 10 

GERMANY 

In Germany the wearing of folk eosturie is still 

quite prevalent in the Black Forest region and in Bavaria. 

Nunierous costumes may be seen in the Alpine villages of 

Garmisch and Berchtesgaden, particularly on Sundays and 

festivals. It is possible to purchase German costumes, 

since they are made in a sort of home industry and sold 

in specialty shops dealing in handcrafts. Although hand- 

niade, these women's costumes have a minimum of handwork 

and may range in price from twelve to eighteen dollars 

for a cotton ensemble. The short leather pants worn by 

the men are available in men's clothing shops, and cost 

in the neighborhood of ten dollars, but that varies with 

the size and style. The men's wool jackets sell for 

about twenty dollars. From shops dealing in imported 

folk dance costumes some of these may be obtained. 

The German costumes vary roughly with the conforma- 

tion of the land, vith only slight differences between 

those worn in the several villages of a valley. ±ettigrew 

has written that symbolism, which is a story without words, 

appears in the use of colors in the Black Forest region 

south of 3tuttgart. (51, p.7) Protestants wear chiefly 

blues, greens and purples, in contrast to the Catholics' 



wealth of reds and ye11os. A point o1 particular Interest 

Is the "sehappel" or bride's crown, without which no 

maiden's wedding dress is coiiplete. It has fLuttering 

green and red ribbons and a collection of colorful orna- 

ments piled into a crown shape around the head. The 

couple shown on Plate 20 on their betrothal day illustrates 

another folk custom. The girl is wearing, her hair long 

and entwined with ribbon. She will wear it thus only one 

other time, on her wedding day. After that it will be 

wound around her head in the manner of the matron. 

(51, p.44) 

The costumes in Germany are uite similar to some 

of those of .Luistria and Switzr1and, a not altogether sur- 

prising fact due to their proximity. There appears to be 

a shading, off of a style into the adjacent territory at 

the international boundaries. 

The couple shown on Plate 18 were photographed in 

Bavaria. Her costume consists of a burgundy colored one- 

piece dress which buttons down the center front and has a 

gathered waistline. The neckline, which is hidden by a 

fringed silk flowered scarf, is shaped in a modified 

sweetheart style similar to that in the succeeding photo- 

graph. It has a full gathered cotton apron. A pattern 

with a plain bodice and gathered skirt will be helpful 

for constructing the dress for folk dancing. A sailcloth 
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or embossed cotton such as shown in Figure 19 will be a 

satisfactory fabric choice. This costume will be niore 

eÍfective if it is given a bouffant look through wearing 

of a cancan petticoat of the type sketched in Figure 15. 

Directions for its construction ar given in the section 

on Hungary. 

A sqwre of flowered cotton or rayon fabric, fring- 

ed at the edges and harmonizing in color with the dress, 

will complete this ensemble Rather then allowing the 

scarf to completely obscure the front, it is suestsd 
that it be knotted and thus allow more of the bodice to 

show. A row or two of braid on the apron will give the 

costue added interest. 
The man's costume consists of a black wool, long 

jacket, a high-buttoned vest, knee-length leather 

trousers, and s shirt. His legs aro covered with hand- 

knitted white hose. The coat is not recommended for folk 

dancing a lt vould be rather burdensome. The vest, how- 

ever, would be very arable, made from a striped denim 

having a handwoven look, such as shown in Figure 21, Its 

construction could be accomplished by the use of 

Siiíiplicity pattern 4107 with modifications to bring the 

neckline closer to the neck, and lengthening the waistline 

about two inches. A row of silver-colored buttons, close- 

ly spaced, make an important decoration on the vest. 
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The knee-length trousers may be cut from the Span- 

ish costume, Simplicity pattern 4034. The front closing 

is arranged like sailoi' blues. If hose cannot be handknit, 

it is suggested that a sporting goods store be investigat- 

ed as a possibis source for that item. The shirt may be 

oonstructed of broadcloth in a tunic style, with a turn- 

back collar. A necktie of colorful braid makes a good 

fastening. 

The costume shown on .late 19 is a style very 

typical of Bavarian folk dress. I is made ol' brocaded 

rayon taffeta and is conseruently a modernized Sunday ver- 

sion. The carved deerhorn rose pendant worn on a velvet 

ribbon is coimnonly seen also. more traditional neck- 

lace i a series of silver chains clasped together with a 

large hand-wrought buckle, high on the neck in choker 

fashion. 

This costu.rao may also be made from a dress pattern 

with gathered skirt and long puífed sleeves. The neckline 

is trixüined with the same material used in the apron. This 

trim is accomplished by usine a straight piece of fabric, 

faced with the material of the dreis, and either gathered 

or pleated in hatever manner seeis to give the best re- 

sults. The Gernìars basts this trim on, so that it can be 

removed for easier laundering. ïolished cotton, such as 
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sateen, chintz or chambray would all be apt choices for 

this enseuable, the apron carrying a color tone harmonizing 

with that in the dress. Vlhile the dress pictured is black, 

there is a wide range of color possibilities that would. 

still retain the spirit of the original costume, especially 

reas, blues and greens. The buttons down the front should 

be iaetallic and numerous. The $ize of the apron may be ad- 

justed so that more of the skirt will show. or generous 

fullness, three lengths of the fabric are suggested for 

the skirt portion of the dress. 

Plate 20 shows a Black lorest couple of' the village 

of .3 ad Rlpoldsau. Her dress consists of a bodice and 

skirt of' wool, a blouse and apron of cotton. His enseìible 

is similar to that already described above, except that 

this jacket is not so long and the revers are red, match- 

in the red showing through in his pockets. Because this 

j3oket is more suitable for dancing wear, it is suggested 

that It be constructed from Dutterick pattern 6550 with 

modifications as supgested by the illustration. See the 

section above for details of construction for the reat of 

this costu.ine. 

The woman's blouse may be made of muslin or percale 

in the style shown in i;ure S with the collar ruffled, 

and the sleeves elbow length only. The blouse may extend 

to just below the bustline and be held In place with 



elastic in the German manner. The bodice would be attrac- 

tive made froni pinwale corduroy or a substantial veiht 
cotton such as sailcloth, and lined with sateen. The trim 

is pleated ribbon of matohin color, around the neckline 

and armsoyes. The sketch in Fiure i shows the general 

type of pattern from which it could be eonsructed. 

The s!cirt, which in the original model actually 

comprised an under and over arment, has been modified to 

a single one. It will look more attractive worn with a 

ruffled petticoat as shocn in Figaro 15, which may be 

multi-strIped or white. A v)hite pettieoat is reconìniended, 

since this may serve Lar wear with other costumes, and 

currently fashionable bouffant styles. About three lengths 

of Indianhead or derilci will make a ruul gathered skirt. 

The apron may be colored or white as shown, with braids in 

red, i'reen, and black applied as decoration. 

Contemporary German fabrics and trimmings used in 

folk costumes are given on the rollowing pages. 
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FIGURE 26 

GERMiN FABRIC 1ED IN COSTUMFS 
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FIGURE 27 

GIRMJU FABRIC U3EJ) IN COSTUMES 
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FIGURE 29 

GERMAN BRAIDS USED IN CO3TUWS 
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PLÀT 21 

YOUNG GIRL FROÌ BUJK, HUNCTMY 





CHAP1R U 

HUNGAR Y 

Folk costuxrie Is still worn in Iiunary. It is a blend 
of two components: ancient styles, and imitations of the 
fashions or the gentry. For ex.ample, in the nineteenth 
century the practice o1 viearin' high boots was taken up by 

the peasantry, in imitation oI the gentry who had ori1na1- 
ly adopted them rrom the Turks. Although unconunon in other 
countries, an apron is sometimes worn by Hungarian men. It 
is made by the village bride for her groom with infinite 
care, because it will be carried in procession through the 
streets to the groom's home, displaying the handwork to 
passersby. It becomes a mneasare of her domestic prowess. 
Dress ol the countrywoman, besides revealing her marital 
status, will tell her religious preference, and her home 

village. She continues to wear her home costume instead 
oí adopting her husband's if she marries into a strange 
village. (50, pp.l2-l) 

Suniptuary laws were passed in the eighteenth century 
reservin the wearing of ornate garments as a privilege 
for the upper classes. However, elaborate clothes becosie 

general irniediately after the abolition of the vassalage 
of the peasantry. Laws of the clergy also affected dress, 
as Sunday morning dress for mass was different from that 



worn in the afternoon or for great holidays, such as 

ChrIstmas and Easter. (50, p.19) 

In some regions the bride-to-be follows the curious 
custom oI wearing black during her engagement, whereas her 

wedding gown is extremely colorful. The Hungarian peasant 

girl takes a trousseau to her new home intended to last a 

lIfettne. She gives evidonce of this during the wedding 
festivities, which last several days, by having a differ- 

ent change of clothes for each day. (50, p.2l) 

Very full pleated skirts are typical of Hungarian 

costwres. ccord1ng to descriptAon: received from 

Budapest» pleating of skirts is done in the following 
manner: the fabric is s2rinklecì with water, pleated over 
rolled strips of paper and then dried betveen loaves of 
bread just removed from the oven. This seeis a resourccful 

method of obtaining a reasonably permanent pleating without 
mechanical devices. Underneath are worn six to ten stIff- 

ly starched pettloosts which rieke sitting down an 

impossibility, but create a most ploturesque effect. 
(55, p43) 

1 Information received In correspondence from Institute of 
Cultural Relations, Budapest, March 10, 1954. 



Plate 21 shows a young girl in a typical full pleat- 
ed skirt. Because the petticoat i such an important part 

oÍ this type of costume, instructions for constructing. a 

practical petticoat, ueh as sketched in Figure 15, are 

given here If it were desired to wear ntmicrous unäerskirts 
in the authentIc manner , then one could begin vith tvc 

yards of fabric gathered on a drawstring. The next skirt 

would have two and one-half yards, the one following, 

three yards, and so on to the tentht Each underskirt 

added would need to be slightly longer to offset the In- 

creasing bulk. (23, p.6) ThIs would be authntie, but 

volu.inous and heavy for several hours of dancing. Sorno 

folk dancers have found a cancan type petticoat most 

successful in. producing the desired fullness at the hern 

without creating bulkiness around the hipL. This is nade 

by contrueting a three-tiered garment. The top tier Is 

alniost form-fitting at the waist, and about one and one- 

half yards at the bottoni edge. The second tier is gather- 
ed to the first and is about two yards around the bottom 

edge. These two tiers may each be about eight inches 

wide. The third tier is Laade whatever width will give 

the right skirt length for the dancer. This third tier 

consists of four ruffles, each one six yards arounu.. 
ach ruffle is edged with eyelet trifl, such as shown in 

Figure 17. If the lowest ruffle is twelve inches wide, 



for example, then the one above it should be a bit wider 

and the nnt aleo, until the toj riffle, so all four 
ruffles are about the same length when 'thihed. 
(23, p.6) 

A gored skirt pattern may be used as a guide for 
tiìC first tier, to elinilnate bulk frora tue wai3t and hips. 
The rest ci' the petticoat consiits of straight strips. 

For tho two top tiers, cotton broadcloth is reeoixnended, as 

it is sturdy enough to support tho weiéht o tae ruffles 
at th bottom. These ruffiss are best rxaie froi bati3te as 

they laee less strain on ttie top pert of the skirt and the 

wecrsr a well. Heavy nylon nt or taffeta could be used 

and would have tac advantaes of rcouirin. neither starch- 
ing nor ironing, but these are mors expensive. The net or 
taffeta ruffles may be stitched on a half slip of nylon. 

3one duneer find they are more comfortable In cotton 

ujìderiear, however. The petticoat described above will do 

to aake a costume present a nore eu.thentic aspect. 
Ready-niue petticoats are available, designed on somewhat 

the same plan as described above in a wide price rance. 
To continue the description of the Hungarian folk 

cotuui, it i accordion pleated and made of printed and 

plain cotton. The heni is decorated with several rows of 

bright colored ribbon. The skirt is worn over eight to 

ten petticoats. While Hungarians wear skirts that contain 
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ten or more lengths of febrie it' is felt that four lengths 

of cotton material vould be sufficient. The skirt could 

be dried in a stocking or tied around a broomstick to 

achieve a lcated effect. The petticoet just described in 

detuil iy be worn underneath. 

The bodice iay be of the saine rnaterisl as the skirt 

or contrastin&, color may be used. In this coturne) in- 

stead of having a separate bodice and blouse is the 

case in tite original, the tvo may be combined. olose- 

fitting dress bodice wit. long sleeves need inrely ?iave a 

S'Wjl1OC collar attached us shown. The slevea are 

crLriiad ii.th ricraek at the The collar niy be 

const:uoted of a crisp-finish ootton and pleatìd or 

ruffled. Artificial floers and many strands of silver 

colored beads a9 worn at the neck. The aprot may be 

tapered toward trie waistliiìa and triirkted at the bottom 

with eyeiet, or a wiatn 01 ethroiaered flouncing Liy be 

used. High boots are a regdar feature of this costume 

and add a picturesque note. 

Contemporary fabric used in Thmgerian costuítts is 

shown on the following page. 
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FIGURE 30 

flUNGARIí A)IC USED IN COSTUMES 
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PLATE 22 

FESTIVAL COSTU1 OF CORTINA, ITALY 
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PLATIL 23 

COPL 1IOM GI3N O NR, ITALY 
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PLATi 24 

WOMAN FROM MOLIS; 

AND CANDLIg-BiARER FROM UMBRIA, ITALY 
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PLATE 25 

FEETIVAL CO3TUffß OF SiflDEGNA, IT:LY 
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CHAPTER 12 

ITALY 

Althou.gh Italy has a tradition of folk costumes 

they are not in evidence to the visitor. In former times 

every region had its characteristic dress, that in the 

northern part of the country being darker, and in the 

southern part gayer and more elaborately decorated. 

On tiate 22 a festival costume is worn by a young 

woiaan of Cortina In the Italian Alps. It has a dignified 

elegance attributable to its restrained colors. The shawl 

and skirt are brocaded silk, the blouse cotton, vith red 

ribbon tied below the elbows. The velvet bodice is the 

type made from the style sketched in Figure il. 

This costume may be easily adapted for dance wear. 

A polished cotton damask or embossed fabric such as shown 

in Figure 19 is s;gested for the gathered skirt. A plain 

polished cotton lined with sateen may be used for the 

bodice. Percale is a suitable fabric for the blouse, which 

is styled in the manner sketched in Figure 9. À fabric 

similar to that in the skirt could be used for the shawl. 

klate 23 illustrates a couple in festival attire 

from the region of 3ondrio. The woman's blouse may be 

made of linen in a peasant style with lone sleeves and 

high neck. The bodice could be made of Indianheaci and 
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linei. with sateen, It Is edg6d. with red binding and laced 

in front with green ribbon. Cotton plaid, worn as a shawl, 

is tuciced into the top of the bodice. The apron may be 

of linen-like rayon, trirrined with bands of the same 

ribbon uod in the bodice. The gathered skirt is quickly 

made of two lengths of black wool-like spun rayon or 

e ott on. 

The man's costume consists of a cotton sIirt, wool 

jacket and trousers. A sport style pattern is suggested 

as a guide for constructing the shirt, but the sleeves 

should be made full and cuffed. Cotton broadcloth is 

recoirimended. The colorful jacket may be of red sailcloth 
trimmed with bias. A pattern guide suggested is the 

bolero in Simplicity pattern 4034. It will need to be 

lengthened and adjusted to the proper ease belo the 

waistline. This same pattern includes pieces for knee- 

length trouses. They may be made from black sailcloth 
or pinwale corduroy. The sash is easily made from a 

length of multi-striped cotton or ribbon. A combination 

of red and green rickrack may be used for bands at the 

top of the hose, which ideally are handknit. A sporting 

goods store may be a source for the hose if they must be 

purchased. 

Plate 24 shows a woman wearing a gala dress from 

the region of Mouse, rind a candle bearer of Umbria. The 
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wonian's costunie has been greatly sinipilfied from the 

original. The blouse is of fine muslin, trlinuied with a 

seir-ruffle and lace down th front and around the high 

neckline. A blouse pattern with short pui'fed sleeves and 

ftont closing :uay be used, however, it will be necessary 

to attach a lon; fitted sleeve of red percale to this. A 

cuff of flowered percale is added to the sleeve as 

illustre ted. 

The bodice is a wide band in two colors. To help 

support it, a ribbon is brought around from the back over 

the shoulders and tied in front to the bodice slightly 

rorward of the blouse arrtholes. A combination of red and 

blue sailcloth niay be used, lined with an interfacinß to 

give it body. Tucking iay be done to provide a horizontal 

effect. The bodice nay be fastened at the side with hooks 

and eyes. 

The skirt is iiade with accordion pleating. It 

would be possible to have a nylon and orlon blend fabric 

conirercially pleated so that laundering could be easily 

done. less expensive skirt may be fashioned of black 

Indianhead and tied when wet around a broonistick; when 

dry the fabric will have a pleated effect and no ironing 

is necessary. Black cotton may be selected for the ap ron. 

A three-inch border of the sanie fabric used for the cuffs 

of the blouse is appliea to it. 
rj back of the apron 
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1$ like a pepluni, but can be cut as a straight piece about 
ten inches wide. It nìuy be shajied with d.rts at the waist 
and attached to the aproiì on a band which is fastened in 
front underneath th fold. A sketch is given in Figure 

12. A fringe of harnionizing color is stitched to the 

bottom of the peplum. The unusual headdress would be a 

doubtful asset in folk dancing, but is included as indica- 
tive of the picturesque effect of the total costume. 

The man's costume is very simple. In addition to 

conventional shirt and trousers, a gaily printed neck 

kerchief and red sash coLilplete his apparel. Muslin for the 

trousers are suggested. pajama 

pattern may be used for constructing these, but adjustments 

must be made su that they are not too loose. For the ker- 
ehief, a square of bright cotton print is practical. A 

band of red polished cotton with frin:ed ends may be used 

for the sash. 

The costume on ilate 25 is festival attire troni 

Sardegna. This is a very elaborate co3tume even in the 

much simplified adaptation shown. The blouse is richly 

handworked. A 2imilar effect may be obtained with the 

use of lace and eyelet trim oi a peasant style with long 

sleeves. It has a center front closing. The bodice is 

more nearly like a jackct, except that the front does not 
meet, leaving about six inches of the frilly blouse 
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exposed. The bodice pattern suggested in Figure 1 may be 

used as a guide with these modifications: where the front 
neckline begins to curve make a jog, then brins this line 
to tne waist and. below about four inches; exteni the back 

2attern lines the sarae distance below the waistline; and 

athi long sleeves to the bodice. The extensions below the 
waist are tlJ.owed to spread over the iip fullness a shown. 

A tie hitden ander the apron holds the bodcc closed. 
Chambray or Indianhead, lined with sateen, are suggested 

Iabrics. Â binding is added around the neck and th cuffs. 
The skirt is a xriarvei of handwerk in the authentic 

version. By the use of bands o colored rabric, braids, 
fringe and rickrack, a similar result nay be obtained. A 

1'our-ore style is swgested for the skirt in order to 

avoid exces fullness at the waistline. Indianhead or 

chembray are recomniended fabrics. The apron also is high- 

Jy o.ecoratct:i with braid, rickrack, bands, and embroidery 

stitches, especially at the edges and corners. Black, 

crease-resistant cotton, is a good fabric choice. The 

apron may be taersd slid, htly toward the waist to give a 

more slenderizing effect. This headdress also is included 

merely to suggest the feeling of the complete ostue, 

but not reconended for folk dance wear. 
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PLATE 26 

COSTUMi OF BARTA, LATVIA 

PLATE 27 

COSTUME 0F RUCAVA, LATVIA 
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CHÁiThR 13 

LAIVIA 

This Baltic country has a proud history of tradì- 

tional folk costume and there are good. examples preserved 

in their rauseurns. Latvian dress is highly ornamented and 

displays much fine handiwork, Their designs are geometric 

and on one belt alone can be found almost fifty different 

motifs. Many of these synibols were intended to protect 

the wearer from evil spirits. Their colors were obtained 

from natural plant dyes and are rather subdued as a conse- 

quence. Latvian costumes were made at home, starting with 

the wool from their own sheep and the flax grown in their 

fields. The women ingeniously succeeded in obtaining 

most decorative results ;dth a minixriwu of material. 

(15, p.2) 

Male apparel was more conservative, consisting of an 

embroidered linen shirt, a coat and trousers of g'ey 

broadcloth. Latvian men discontinued wearing their 

national costume much earlier than the women. The women's 

costuzue was made of plain, striped or plaid wool. In 

some districts, the women fastened a stout stiff cord to 

the bottom of the skirt to make it staid out in tradi- 

tional bell-shaped fashion. Both men and women wore the 

same type 01' blouse with high folded collars, and long 
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sleeves with curfs; the shoulders, fronts and cuffs being 

richly embroidered, in white, rea, or b1ck cross-stitch. 
(15, p.2) 

Grey broadcloth obtained by 1xing white and black 

wool, plaid fabrics, coronets for unaarried girls and 

bonnots for rried women, are sil distinctive character- 
istics of Latvian folk dress. On Plate 26 j an eaiaple 
01' the maiden's elaborate coronet. It is iaade of card- 
board, covered ;ith red wool fabric, and literally encrust- 
ed with glass beads, seq.uins, crystaLs and braid. The 

coronet played an important role in the wedding ritual. 
Following the ceremony, the bridegroom would remove it fron 
the bride's head, present it to her youngest sister, or 

throw it among the guests to be caught by the maidens. He 

then placed a richly ornamented wife's bonnet on the 

bride's head. (15, p.3) 

The arrival of th mechanical age and invention of 

synthetic dyes left the deepest impression on Latvian 

costume. 1though wearing of folk dress has been almost 

entirely abandoned, women who have costumes inherited from 

great-grandmothers prize them highly. (15, p.3) 

The costume from ucava shown on flate 27 is a truly 
elegant one, combining generous quantities of gold and 

silver braid, with deep blue fabric and a handsome silver 
buckle. The blouse, eithroidered in red cross-stitch, is 
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handwoven linen. The bodice and skirt are wool. The 

buckle at the a1stline is primarIly decorative. It is de- 

rived from the handwrought pin which formerly used. to hold 

a wool shawl over the shoulders of Latvian women, before 

the wearing of coats came into generai acceptance. 

The blouse of this costume is similar to many of the 

peasant styles of other countries, cut like the tunic 

pattern sketched in Figure 10, with sleeves gathered in at 

the wrist and allowed to ruÍfle over the top of the hand. 

It is decorated with a characteristic Latvian pattern at 

the shoui'iers and collar. This may be created of linen-like 

rayon, or muslin and a cross-stitch type braid applied at 

the shoulders and collar. The blouse opens at the center 

front about six inches down. 

The bodice may be cut following the general style 
shown in Figure i with alterations. These would be: a re- 

shaping of the front closing to create a V brought to- 

gether at the waistline; extending the bodice below the 

waistline about three inches; and creatin: un inverted 

pleat at each side seem. The bodice Is triíned with two 

rows of gold braid on each side of the front, adjacent to 

one row of silver braId. Red bias binding i used to 

outline these. Red wool yarn embroidery Is applied around 

the arntho1e and at the side pleats. narrov red and 

white braid is attached at the aaist1ine to serve as a tie. 
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S.tnce it i unlikely that a silver ornaxcnt of thG type 

shown could be obtained except through a cuztoni jeweler, 

the braid tie a1on would. secure the bodice closing. Navy 

pinwale corduroy, or ool-1ke spun rayon would he good 

fabric choices for the bodice. It may be lined with 

sateen. 

The sIlrt is eut froi a four-gore pattern su est- 

ed by the sketch in FIgure 4. It is made of the sanie 

Thbric as that chosen for the bodice. The skirt 1cnth 

riiay be adjusted. to suit the wearer's taste. It Ic trimmed 

at the bottoni with one row of silver and two rows of gold 

braid, spaced about one inch apart. The bottom edge is 

hound w±th a band of re fabric, and in this may be en- 

cased cording to help stiffen it. If preferred, a three- 

inch band of washable interfacing ¡ìiay be applied around 

the oottoxa to give the hem more body. The amber beads 

worn with this costume are a product of the Baltic Sea 

and. are a prized possession of their ozner. Her headband 

is a flower-embroidered ribbon, two inches 'wide and about 

three yards long. 

The costume on k?late 26 froni the district of Barta, 

Is an example or the richness which folk dress may attain. 

The style is well suited to interretation in American 

materials. The coronet wa referred to above. The blouse 

Is richly worked in black cross-stitch on linen. The rest 
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of the eostun Is wool, The bodice Is interest±n1y orna- 

nented with silver braid, and th large silver pin at the 

waistline is similar to bhe one previously described. The 

geoiuetric design$ at th lower rira oi the skirt are 

oharaoteristic Latviari motifs. The blouse is constructed 

in tunic tyie with a turn-down collar. Mu3lin is a siit- 
able xaeterial. The cross-stitch eîfect may be obtained 

with black and white braids and rickrack. 
The bodice may be designed rroin the pattern style 

sujestd in 'igure 1. Si1vr braid, similar to that in 
Figure 17 nay be applied in ths fashion shown, in the back 

as wsll as the £ront. Sailcloth or Indianhead with a 

muslin linIng will make a rirm bodice. The neck and arm- 

5CE3S are oound with black bias tape. The bodice is 
fastened with hooks and eyes. narro braid tie is 
attached at the waistline . Two tabs extending two inches 

below the waist, about three inches wide, may be cut in 
one with the bodice. This extension carried ali the ay 

arot.rnd instead, would help to balance the ornamentation 

in the upper section. 
The skirt is made from, a four-gore pattern with a 

total hemline measure of about three yards. Sailcloth or 

Indianhead would also e suitable for he skirt. The 

length could be less than shown, perhaps alightly below 

ndcalf. The ten-inch wide band at he bottoni of the 
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skIrt 3hauid íiatoh the rd of th bodi3e. Th6 design on 

it fl1E1 be e1i2uinted. A three-inch wide strip o1 wath- 

able interfacing, attached to tne bottom oI the hem 1 

recoiitaened to cive ft an attractive fLare. 
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PLATE 28 

COSTUMES WORN IN 

VOLENDAM, NETHERLANDS 

PLATE 29 

COSTUME FROM U1K, NETHERLANDS 
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CHPTER 14 

THE NETHERLANDS 

It was In this small, but hardy country vhere the 

writer saw the greatest nu.rnber of people wearing rolk 

dress. Two World Wars have had an effect on the disappear- 

ance of Dutch costumes, because some of the rnaterial used 

In making them were no longer obtainable. There is also 

the tendency for the younger generation in the rural sec- 

tions to not wish to mark themselves apart from the towns- 

people, by wearing peasant dress. (28, p.6) 
The Dutch have already had the foresight to pre- 

serve their folk costumes in their National Folklore 

Museum, even though they are still being worn in some corn- 

munities. In earlier days the men's costumes were far 

more colorful than those now In use. In contrast, the 

women's costumes, as is the case in other countries, are 

brightly colored. Wooden shoes are still worn by many. 

As the influence of town fashions have been felt in the 

men's costumes, so too, have the women's costumes given 

way here and there to changes suggestive of city styles. 

(28, p.7) 

Dutch costumes are still worn daily on Marken 

Island. This is one of the communities in the Nether- 

lands where the little boys wear skirts like those of the 
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girls until they are five years old. The only distinguish- 
ing mark is a slight difference in their cap, not dis- 
cernible to a stranger. The costumes worn in Volendani are 
perhaps the ones most fanilliar to the rest of the world 

because they have been so orten used on travel rolders 
and tulip bulb packages. Strictly seak1ng, this is not 
more typ1cal oÍ Dutch rolk costu.m.e than any other, but Is 
probably seen by more tourists to the Netherlands, because 

Volendarn is a picturesque fishing village located a short 
distance from Ainterdain. On Sundays villagers hurry to 
church, viearing their attractive pointed lace bonnets with 
the sides that sweep up and curl forward as seen on I-plate 

28. The full gathered black skirt is almost completely 
covered with a blue and white striped cotton apron. The 

top is solid black, or blue and black stripe with the 

neckline cut round or square and outlined with a decora- 
tive red braid. A plain square-necked dress top will niake 

a satisfactory pattern. The skirts are worn ankle length, 
but ror dancing a becoming length for the wearer is 
suggested. This entire costwie may be made or chambray 

or similar cotton material. The man's costume is somber 

black, relieved, only by silver buttons at the throat and 

waist. The trousers are full length and rather baggy. 

The province of Urk, once an island in the '3uider 

Zee, but now a part of the mainland as a result of the 
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Dutch reclamation works, Is the source of the Sunday cos- 

tunie shown on i1ate 29. This ensemble is of black wool, 

anU. hìs a red cotton shirt with a high collar, Lastened 

with two gold buttons, worn underneath the blouse. The 

trousers are calf-length and only moderately full. A 

short satin tie is worn at the neck. An adaption oÍ this 

costwne icay be created by use of a vest pattern, with 

sleeves added such as shown in Figure 7. For the 

trousers, a iaiama pattern made wider at the side scaims 

and cut off at midcalí', will be helpful. Suitable fabrics 

are flannelette, corduroy, or sailcloth. The blouse is 

double-breasted and has a three-piece back, with fullness 

added below the waist in the form of two small godets in- 

serted in the seatns. 
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PLATE 30 

COSTUME OP HARDANGER, NORWAY 
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PLATE 31 

COSTUME FROM TiIM4RX, NORWAY 
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CHAPThR 15 

NOR WA Y 

Norway Is a country in which the wearing of folk 

dross is presently relegated to rural festivals and wed- 

dings. The costume perhaps most freuent1y seen is shown 

on Plate 30 from Rardanger on the west coast. The writer 

visited the Norwegian Folk Museum in Oslo where peasant 

houses dating back several centuries have been preserved 

and where hostesses wearing traditional native dress were 

at hand. 

The costume mentioned above is a particularly at- 

tractive one, both in its color combinations and its orna- 

mentation. The skirt is black wool, pleated all around 

and bound near the hemline with three rows of red braid 

about one inch wide. The white gathered apron on which a 

traditional Hardanger embroidery has been done, is made 

of a heavy Hardanger cotton not a common american fabric. 

A belt of bead work designed in geometric patterns is 

worn at the waistline over the bodice. The bodice is red 

wool with a velvet and. wool stomacher, also heavily en- 

crusted with beading. The handwoven linen blouse has 

Hardanger work on the cuffs and stand-up collar. The 

brooch at the neckline is a typical Norwegian ornament 

of delicately hung discs of gold and silver. These may 
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well symbolize the ancient belief of gaining protection by 

use of shining objects. The red ribbons fall from a small 

traditional cap which is stiffened with cardboard and 

also ornamented with braid and beads. 

This costume may be easily adapted for folk dancing. 

The bodice is the only item which will present sorne 

problems. It may be carried out using the bodïce shape 

suggested in Figure 1, but altering the neckline to include 

the point seen above the top of the stomacher. The two 

front edges may be secured together with hooks and eyes. 

The stomacher itself should be made of a crisp fabric such 

as chintz. This will be lined as well as the bodice proper. 

The saine fabric may be selected for the bodice unless a 

wool-like cotton or spun rayon is preferred. The bodice, 

neckline and armholes may be trimmed with a brocaded braid 

such as shown in Figure 17. The stomacher may be decorated 

with braid and appliqued designs as suggested by the 

illustration. Some white and colored beading, even if 

only sparingly applied will make a more effective costume. 

The stomacher may be permanent1y attached to the right 

side of the bodice and secured in place with hooks and 

eyes on the left. 

A peasant style pattern may be used for the blouse, 

substituting a white braid trim for the Hardanger work. A 

suitable fabric is linen-like rayon. The same fabric and 
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trim is sugested for the apron, although the costume is 

equally attractive without it. For the skirt, use three 

lengths of black wool-like cotton arid trim with three rovs 

of red ribbon or braid. The fullness may be arranged in 
knife orbox pleats at the waist. 

The costume pictured on .1ate 31 is that of the 

region of Telemark. This cosiume is one which the writer 

saw worn at the Folk Museum already mentioned. This 

adaptation does not show the wealth of detail in the 

original. It is made of handwoven wool and linen. The 

blouse may be fashioned from broadcloth or linen-like 

rayon fabric. Â peasant style pattern, such as shown in 

Figure 8, will be helpful, with th.e neckline altered to 

include a stand-up collar. The opening is held together 

by a gold brooch, such as described for the previous 

costume. 

The abbreviated jacket is the unusual feature of 

this ensemble. It stops slightly below the bu.stline and 

is very full in cut. The closing at the side may be 

located with the left lapping over the right, or the 

more usual right over left may be used. A suggested 

pattern sketch is shown In Figure 13. Flannelette or 

other cotton with a nap may be used. The neckline may be 

trimmed with braid such as shown in Figures 16 and 17. 

The bottom of the jacket may be bound with contrasting 
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fabrïc or a wide yellow grosra1n ribbon may be stitched 
on. A belt or wide braid may be wrajped around the waist 

arid t1e ends ailo\ved to hang down. The skirt may be cut 

from a four-gore pattern as suggested by the sketch in 

Figure 4. Sturdy fabrics such as sailcloth, denim or 

Indianhead would be good choices. Bands of fabric three 

inches wide may be separated with a one-inch width as 

shown in the illustration. This skirt will be ìnore attrac- 

tive if it is stiffened with cording stitched into the hem 

or a band of washable interfacing may be applied to the 

hein. The apron may he dispensed with although it does 

suggest a balance for the jacket. It may be constructed 

of black percale to which may be sewn a U-shaped hand of 

white percale about four inches wide. The white ray be 

outlined with red bias or ribbon. On the white area, 

fancy braids may be used to give u hand-worked effect. 

The original costume has a wool embroidered flower design. 

The ajron may be gathered on a braid waistband and tied 

in front. 



PLATE 32 

COUPLE FROM KRAKOW, POLAND 
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CHAPTER 16 

POLAND 

.Folish costtwies are today worn only in rural areas. 

Hundreds oi variatIons of several styles have developed 

throughout the lend. The peasants produced their own 

zxiaterials, and owing to conservatism, their folk dress re- 

tains nany reutures Uatin back to remote ages. (1, pp. 

3-5) A most notable characteristic of ko1ish peasant art 
Is their unusual color sense in which they show great 

daring In their unexpected cclor combinations. Braid is 

used extensively in their needlecrart as well as buttons 

and beads. (41, p.66) 

Peasant costumes re no longer in common use ifl the 

induzt.iiallzed regions, so exanapl3s are available only in 

museums or in collections of ±'anily heirlooms. (34, p.43) 

Such an example is given on Plate 32, which shows a 

flshernian and a woman Oi Krakow. The £eininine costunie is 

made of wool and linen. For dancing such a costume may be 

fashioned rroi-a cotton fabrics. The muslin blouse may be 

made in a style similar to that shown in Figure . The 

edges or the collar and cul'rs may be trimmed with white 

braid or rickrack. The bodice style is slm.ilar to that 

shown in Figure 1. Indianhead trimmed with bright colored 

'braids and lined with sateen is suggested fabric. The 
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neckline, armscyes, and peplum may be bound with bias. The 

gathered skirt may be constructed from two lengths of 

crease-resistant cotton. Two narrow rows or fabric are 

applied at the bottom. Her apron, nade of nusiin, is 

trinraed with th:ree rows of braid or ribbon near the bottom. 

It has a scalloped hwnline. 

The man's costuma consi2ts of an embroidered linen 

tunic and wool trousers. The tunic may be constructed of 

lnen-1tke rayon or muslin. A turn-back collar 1 added 

to th'3 neckline and eutfs to the sleeves. Those, as w3l1 

as th upper aira, and bottori of the tunic, arc ornamented 

with braith . Braid. is used for 3 waistlinc tie Hi 

trousers may be made of chamois-colored denIm euch as 

shown in Figure 20. A pajama pattern, rather olooel 

fitted, and tapered toward the legs, may be used as a 

guide. 

Examples of handwoven polish linen and Slavic hand- 

work are shown on the f ol1owin& page. 
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FIGURE 31 

POLISH HANDWOVEN LEN AND 
HANDWORK USED IN COSTUMES 
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PLATE 33 

COTUML FROM MINBO, PORTUGAL 

PLATE 34 

COSTUME FROM MINHO, PORTIJOEAL 
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CHAPTER 17 

PORTUGAL 

This comparatively small country with a long coast- 

line has a history closely related to the sea. Today in 

the village or Nazare, the traveler can see brightly 

painted fishing boats of Phoenician design beached on the 

sands, while fishermen in colorful plaid shirts and 

trousers repair their nets nearby. A long stocking-like 

black cap completes their dress. 

On the streets of Lisbon, the writer saw Portu- 

guese women domestics carrying their bundles of laundry, 

fish or vegetables on their heads. Their costuuie con- 

sisted of a head kerchief over which a doughnut-like roll 

is set to balance their load, and a printed calico dress 

with an apron of another print or check. 

The beautiful festive costume on Plate 33 is from 

the region of Minho in northern Portugal. The photo- 

graph on the right is that of a costume which was worn 

when a group of Portuguese folk dancers performed at the 

1952 Winter Olympic Gaines in Oslo, Norway. It is a very 

handsome costume with a lavish quantity of handwork on 

every item. The skirt, apron, and bodice are handwoven 

wool. The blouse is linen embroidered in blue and red. 

It is finished at the neckline and cuífs with bobbin 
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lace. The red challis kerchief is also a part of the 

costume. 

The blouse may be made from muslin or linen-like 

rayon. The peasant style illustrated in Figure 9, without 

the collar and with the opening at the center rront, is 

suggested for the blouse. The decorated effect may be ob- 

tamed with braid. as shown in Figure 16. ir handwork is 

used, a cross-stitch or geometric pattern on the shoulders, 

cuif and neckline will be effective. The bodice is unus- 

ual because it IS made of 2 dIfferent pioces of fabric, 

the upper half comes to just below the bustline and the 

lower half a little short of the waistline. It would 

look neater to have the bodice reach the top of the skirt 

so the blouse would not be exposed at the waistline. It 

would. also cive a more slenderizing effect. The bodice 

sketches shown in Figure 11 may be followed by using the 

bodice in [iloCalls pattern 792 and revising lt. For the 

top part, choose flannelette. For the lower section, the 

same type of fabric or inwale corduroy will be satis- 

factory. Between the joining of the two fabrics, insert 

a piping or a 'braid such as illustrated In Figure 16. The 

edges of the neckline and armholes may be bound with 

tape or other trtmrning. To obtain the effect of the hand 

embroidery on the bodice, stitch bias tape on a pattern 

drawn on th6 cloth with pencil, suggesting the hand detail 
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shovin. Another method of obtaining a similar effect would 

be to applique a printed design on the bodice. Still 

another possibility would be to stencil a design on the 

fabric with textile paints. The most attractive results 

would be obtained with embroidery in wool or silk yarns. 

The apron may be adapted by using a flowered cotton 

print with reds and pinks predominating. It may be 

gathered on a waistband and bound around the edges with 

braid. The skirt, adjusted to a becoming length for the 

wearer, is also constructed from two different colors. 

The fabrics selected for the bodice may be repeated in the 

skirt. The fuller the skirt the more effective it will be 

in dancing. Three lengths of fabric are suggested for 

the red section but they may be tapered toward the waist- 

line to reduce the bulk over the hips, and gathered on 

a narrow waistband. The black band at the bottom may be 

about fifteen inches wide. It is decorated near the top 

with a flower design in white yarn. Bands of braid such 

as illustrated in Figure 16 may be substituted here. The 

top edge of the fabric is merely pinked and stitched on 

top of the red. The elaborate skirt pocket may be 

eliminated since there is sufficient ornamentation without 

it. 

The second costume from Minho .rovince is similar 

in construction and detail to the foregoing. The skirt, 
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however, is sufficiently dirferent to raerit special raen- 

tion. Like the one just described, it is also handwoven. 

This skirt niay be adapted in a striped sailcloth or 

dentin and the band at the bottom made of about Lifteen 

Inches of solid color of the same fabric. The design d8- 

tail may be applied in any of the ways enuraerated above. 

When wearing this costume, the -ortuguese women sometimes 

like a kerchief over their shoulders as well, as is sug- 

gested by the illustration. Filigree jewelry ear- 

rings and other ornaments are appropriate with this costume. 

Afl iorted costume of this type costs in the vicinity of 

seventy dollars. 
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PLATE 35 

COUPL FROM REGION OF 

DELSBO, SWEDEN 
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PLATE 36 

MAN'S COSTUME FROM LANNA; 

AND WOMANS C0TUME OF 

FRYK3ANDE, SWEDEN 
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PLiTE 37 

COSTTJMi FROM BOHUSLAN, SDEN 
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PLATE 38 

COSTUME FROM SOFWNDA, SWEDEN 

PLATE 39 

COSTUME FROM DALARNA, SWEDEN 
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CHAPTER 18 

SWEDEN 

Perhaps the most prosorous of the European coun- 

tries, Sweden presented to the writer the closest 

reseniblance, in enera1 outward appearance, to our own 

country. The modernism of her hullding3 may account for 

this. Neverthcless, despite the modern look in architec- 

ture, art, and household furnishings, there is currently 

a revival of interest in traditional folk handcrafts. 

teaving is taught the young girls in school. Making a folk 

costuirie fron handwoven materials is presently a popular 

summer school project cncou.raged by the Swedish government. 

While folk dress has not boon worn daily in 3wec1en for 

riany years, in the rural areas and small f ish1n villeges, 

folk costumes are donned for holidays, weddings, or 

festivals. 

Nylen emphasizes that each costume is not necessar- 

l'y just ti local product. Each item of the Swedish 

costume has its individuality and hIstory, some fron the 
remote past, but most costumes are a combination of ele- 
ments taken from different epochs dating froAa the Middle 

ages until the nineteenth century. Features from all of 

these periods may be found In a single costuie and it is 
this odd mixture which makes peasant dress what it 
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is. (4e, p.11) 

In the picture-stones of the seventh and eighth 

centuries, on Norwegian tapestries of the Viking period, 

and on the J3ayeux tapeatry, some items of Swedish dress 

can be recognized. In northern 3wcden, the use of knitted 

stoeking3 Is 3ti11 not accepted, even today. T}e use of 

knitted stooking,s did not appear in the fashionable world 

until the sixteenth century and lt was centuries later be- 

1ore they bec8iíe popular among the peasantry. The people 

of northern Sweden still bind their feet with cloth or 

hay, because they consider that superior to stockings in 

giving warmth and protection. The local :ress of' each 

village has been carefully perpetuated as the elders In- 

sisted that the young keep to the costume of their fore- 

fathers. (40, p.90) 

Swedish everyday garments wore largely influenced 

by e1hteenth and nineteenth century fashions, but their 

festival dross carried Medieval end seventeenth century 

traditions. (4e, p.15) In Stockholm, the Nor(ilska 

Museet Is the repository for the folk costumes from which 

the designs on Plates 35 and 36 are adapted0 

The dress of an unmarried ;oman of th parish of 

Deisbo, has a black skirt handwoven of linen and wool. 

It is pleated or gathered on a waistband of braid. When 

making this costume for folk dancln In order to offer a 
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contrast to the perky bodice which juts out beyond the 

waistline , lt is suggested that the skirt be constructed 

from a our-ore pattern, such a shown in Figure 4. ThIs 

will give a good circle at the bottom while provldin a 

close fit over the hips. The fullness at the hemline nay 

be adjusted to a p1casin .uantlty or the individual 

wearer. A good fabric choice is a crisp black cotton. 

The hotto of the skirt ziaay be faced with a washable inter- 

facing material. A colorful red braid such as Illustrated 

In Figure 1 makes an unusual waistband. A band of red 

fabric or ribbon nay be stitched t3 the hem. 

For the blouse, a helpful pattern Is the long- 

sleeved peasart style with gathers at the neckline, sILaI- 

lar to Fißure 9, but with long sleeves. Linen, cotton 

broadcloth, or poplin would be uitab1e for the blouse e 

The bodice, iade froii a pattern simIlar to that 

il1ustrate. in Figure 1, Is fastened in front, edge to 

edge with hooks and eyes. It woule. be practical to make 

this of striped chambray, lined with sateen, although 

denim, IncUanhead or 8ailCiOth would kee their shape 

without rinklin more readily. 

The yow man's cotue from the same region has 

chamois breeches. These may be adapted in a pinwale 

corduroy o slirillar color. Simplicity pattern 4034 is a 

man's Spanish 003tWü5 and contains a knee-length trouser 
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pattern which may be xaodifled slightly to obtain the yoke 

effect In the tront. His shirt of white linen, brodc1oth 
or sImilar fabric may be eut from a plain p&ttern with 

these chanßes: make cufft about one and a half inches 

wIde; and iake a stand-up collar by adding a straight piece 

at the neckline as shown in Figure 10. 3wedish men's 

shirts are always embroIdered. It is the custom for the 

young girls to begin early to make the shirts for their 
future husbands, with their mothers instructinp in this 
work, i shirt may become very elaborate, being the result 
of many years of labor. (40, p.91) 

A strip of bri;htly colored ribbon or fabric m.akes 

a good tic at the neckline. The knee bands on thE 

trousers were originally leather on cloth. Suggested sub- 

stitutos would be a narrow braid applied to the trousers 

or a ribbon about one inch wide, the sanie as the necktie. 
A sporting goods store may carry some knee-length stock- 

ings, otherwise, nimble fingers will have to fly to knit 
the hose. 

Plate 36 shows a masculine costume after the typo 

from the parish of Latina. The jacket and trousers are a 

wool fabric called "frieze c1oth1 by the Swedish. One of 

the new cotton fabrics giving the appearance of wool 

would be an excellent choice for this outfit since it 
could be easily washed. Brown corduroy will make a good 
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collar trim. A helpfu.1 pattern for constructing this 

costume is Butterick 6550. It is an Uncle Sam costume 

ith C coat pattern that niay be used with the following 

changes: cut pattern off just below the waistline; narrow 

the lapels; and add tvo rows of brass buttons. This 

jacket is worn unbuttoned so the white shirt is well dis- 
p1ayed. sport shirt pattern ;iiay be used to make it of 

broadcloth or linen-like rayon. The shirt collar has 

short points and may have a colorful braid or ribbon tied 
around it similar to that shown in Figure 16. 

Con3truction of the woman's costume taken from Fry- 
ksande parish is one for which MCal1s pattern 792 would 

be helpful. It contains a semicircular skirt pattern 
which may be made t.ip in rich brown cotton chambray. It 
also contains blouse and bodice patterns which need only 

minor changes. Th8 blouse neckline should be cut higher 

than that of the pattern. The bodice has a side closing 
which nîay be achieved by relocating tne front opening as 

illustrated in Figure 5. The apron is 1uickly made by 

gathering striped chambray or percale on a long tie band 

of braid. 

The costume shown on plate 37 is that of Bohuslan 

on the west coast or wed6n. It was niale by the wearer 

frum fabric of her own weaving while participating, during 

the suiiitner, in a school program stressing handcrafts 
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mentioned earlier. The costwne may be modified ror rolk 
dancing by e1eot1ng a dark blue, wool-like cotton, tor 

th skirt and. either gatilering or plc3ating it to the. 

welstband. The red bodice, which 1n1catos thc wearer i 
unmarried, i rnEtdc with a center front c1ou1n unier . 

somewhat triangular over1y hiding th3 lacIng as shown in 
Figure 6. It is stitched on te right si.e nd attached 
with hook and eyes to the lc±'t, Flannelette is a possïble 
inateriui for the bodice. The blouse ot nîw;lin maî be cut 
from a 1on-e1oeved peasant pattern vdth a hiíth neckline. 
À pleated band which is shaped to fit tho neckline forris 
a collar as shown in ?igure . This is decorated with 
eiabroidery stitches in white thread. The ajron 1 made of 
white cotton or linen. 

Another costuvie broiht Tro Sweden and handwoven 
by the wearer is that fron the parish of Sorunda near 
Stockholm, shown in Pluce 33. The blouse is white cotton, 
the skirt and bodice wool, the apron cotton. On Sunday a 

silk apron and hat are worn with this costume A pattern 
simIlar to that described for the Bohuslan eostuxae will 
be helptuJ. for making. the muslin blouec. The bodico raay 

be constructed troni an attractively striped chambray or 
denim. It will be greatly improved by the addition of a 

1inir as that will help keep its shape. Uua11y Euiopean 
bodices are lined v/ith mulin or sateen. À viool-like 
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cotton Is suggested for the skirt, which may be arranged 
in unpressed pleats or gathers on a waistband. Two lengths 
of fabric are sufficient for this skirt. 

The very colorful costume of the province of Dalarna 

is one bought last year in Sweden. It is all handwoven 

wool exeejt for the blouse, which is cotton. A common 

practice with Scandinavian costumes is to join the bodice 

and skirt as was done with this example. Although an ex- 

ceedingly attractive folk dress, it would be too wurni for 
an evening of energetic dancing. An adaptation of this 
costume In cotton or blends or the new fibers wo.d be 

most practical. A simple bodice pattern, such as illus- 
trated in Figure 1, is joined to the skirt which may have 

gathers or unpressed pleats, if a narrow silhouette is 

preferred. The bodice is laced with ribbon passed 

through metal loops. The separate skirt-pocket is an in- 

teresting detall of decorative handworlc, but might be 

made from a similarly printed fabric, lined and then bound 

with red bias tape. The apron, which is an iiortant part 
of this costume, may be constructed of red and green 
broadcloth and gathered on a band of braid such as illus- 

trated in Figure 16. gaily printed challis neck scarf 

is worn with this costume. 
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PLATE 40 

COSTUMES FROM REGION 

OF BERNiE, SWIT2ERLAND 
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CHAPTER 19 

SWITZERLAND 

This beautifully scenic country has its share of 

traditional felic costurnes, although thaïr use is now con- 

fined principally to Sundays and holidays. ach valley, 
town or region has it characteristic dress, examples of 

which may he seen in Folk Museums at Lucerne and Zurich. 

At the beginning ol' the summer the herdsman oP the 

Appenzell district proudly wear their colorful folk 

costume, yodelling as they lead their cattle up the high 

mountain paths to summer pasture. (60, p.12) Their at- 
tire consists of a traditional short re jacket, white 

linen shirt, yellow knee-length trousers and white hand- 

knit stockings. The men also follow the juaint custom of 

wearing a tiny gold spoon dangling from one ear as a 

symbol of their occupation, cheesemaking. The herdsman 

used to ear their trousers so low on their hips that a 

kerchief was tied around the hips to hold the shirt in. 

Today the kerchief is merely worn for decorative purposes 

since their trousers now reach the normal waistline. 

(60, p.14) 

Centuries ago suraptuary laws were passed by the 

Swiss government, which required that dark costumes with- 

out jewelry be worn to church, and for mourninß. Since 
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church services were attended rrecjuently, and mourning had 

to be worn not only roi' Immediate rainily members but rola- 
tives far renioved, the opportunity for development of folk 

costume was held in abeyance. It was only after the re- 

laxation of these laws that the peasants could apply 

decoration to theïr dres3. It is froni about the seventeen- 

th century that Swiss folk dress as it is known today, 

began to evolve. (40, p.54) 

The folk headdress for woraen is cAuite varied in sie 
and shape. Perhaps the best known is the type shown on 

Flate 40 from the district of Berne. It is a black velvet 

bonnet to which is attached a halo of horsehair lacework 

and wire. This costume may be readily adapted for folk 

daiicin, in a variety of interpretations of the sama basic 

style. The ensemble consists of a wool skirt, velvet 

bodice, cotton blouse and silk apron. The bodice is made 

the center of interest, laced down the front over hand- 

some silver fasteners. The blouse siiay be fashioned from 

a full-sleeved peasant style, such as sketched in Figure 

9. ercale or Line broadcloth are suggested materials. 

The bodice is basically a wide fitted band reach- 

in about the middle of the bustline. The little collar 

worn over the blouse, is tied with ribbon from each 

corner to the top of the bodice. A sketch for making the 

collar from a blouse pattern is given in Figure 3. The 
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bodice laces over a stomacher which extends below the 

waist in a rounded point. The stomacher may be attached 

to one siac of the bodice so it will remain in place more 

securely. Silver colored buttons are suggested as a 

method of ornamenting the front. iinwale corduroy or 

flannelette are suggested fabrics for the bodice; cateen 

may be used for lining. 
For the gathered skirt two lengths of wool-like 

spun rayon are suitable. The apron may be a plain 
striped chambray, gathered on a long colorful brocaded 

ribbon, tied at the side front. It is suggested that the 

apron be short enough to allow some of the skirt to chow 

below. 

Examples of contenorary Swiss costw: fabrics are 

given on the rollowing page. They are for everyday 

rather than festival dress. 
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FIGURE 32 

SWES FABRICS USI1) IN COST(JMS 
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PLATE 41 

FESTIVAL COSTOM. FROM RIGION OF 

ZAGREB, YTJCOSLAVIA 
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CHÁ1R 20 

YUGOSLAVIA 

The country of Yugoslavia, which means land of the 

south Slays, is rich in its variety of peasant costumes. 

The country people wear their colorrul folk dress for 

restive occasions, folk dancing, and to market; especially 

In trie small villages. Their native dress is brightly 

colored and sÌiows painstaking skill in handwork. The 

Ethnographic Museum in ?.agreb has an excellent collection 

of national costwaes. tat;e ensembles of folk dancers 

are maintained in Yugoslavia as a means of preserving 

their folklore. (35, p.11) 

The costume shown on plate 41 is indicative of the 

great extravagance of handwork that is concentrated on one 

garment. Un a background 01 crean-colorea linen, a bodice 

made with extremely full sleeves is embroidered in wool 

yarns and trimmed with lace at the cuffs. The skirt, 

similarly ornamented, is actually in two parts: the 

front is generously gathered on a band to the side seams, 

like an apron. Under this is worn a garment, the front 

of which is a straight piece of muslin; but the back is 

very regularly pleated anc. decorated in the same manner 

as the front apron. This pleating is very likely c- 

complished in the manner described for Hungarian skirts. 
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Around the waist, a cummerbund of bricht red sateen, and 

on the head, a wreath of artificial flowers corip1ete this 

e os t unie 

In adapting thIs costw!le for folk dancing, the 

simplest method of obtainIng th eff3ct of handwork is to 

select a printed cotton of similar design and color. This 

may then be appliqued on a crisp cotton or rayon in two 

hands as Illustrated. The top band is about twelve inches 

wide and the lower one perhaps cipht inches. These could 

he reversed In placement with an improvexaent in area re- 

1atIonhps. The narrov' printed band is brought up to the 

waistline at thc sides as can be seen in the photograh. 
A two-inch width of lace may be added to the bottoni of 

both the front apron and back or the skirt. This costume 

see.rs to lend Itself to a generous skirt length. The 

blouse may he made from a peasant style, or MeCalls pattern 

689, whIch is a choir surplice, may be utilized, The 

sleeves niay be appliqued with the same fabric chosen for 

the skirt decoration. The cummerbund Is quickly fashioned 

from a length of red sateen, although a wide rosgraIn 

ribbon is equally satisfactory. 
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CRAPR 21 

SUMMARY 

The widespread popularity or Lolk dancing in the 

United tates at the present tinie suggests the need. ror 

appropriote costwriing for that wholesome recreation. The 

premise of this work has been that authentic European folk 

dress offers a fertile source of design Inspiration for 

this purpose. Folk costumes are an outgrowth of many of 

the geop'raphie, social and cultural aspects of the country 

people, and are thereby fraught with tradition. Skill in 

handwork, the need for economy, the love of color and its 

unrestrained use, together ith superstitions and frag- 

nientary influences of fashionable town dress have all 

left their niark on peasant dress. Oftentimes their head- 

gear was most elaborate. Those included in this thesis 

are not described for construction because of their diffi- 

culty. They were retained merely to show the complete 

costume. 

At one time national dress was not looked upon by 

Europeans with quite the same pride that it is today. 

This is in part the result of its being given importance 

by traditionalists and nationalists. European folk dress 

is being worn less and less as the country people accept 

the influence of urban life and relinquish their 
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traditions. In each country :here rolk dancing is popU- 

lar, the national costume is likely to continui to be 

worn for that purpose, however. 

In the United tatea the interest in folk dancing 

ippears to be increasing continually, creating a demand 

for suitable dress. kerhaps the European folk costixie 

need not be relegated entirely to the folklore museum, 

but iiiay continue to exist in nierican ndaptations of the 

sort su'ested in this thesis. 3uch costumes are not 

only colorfully oharsoteristic, but also attractive, 
comfortable, comparatively easy to construct, modest in 

cost, and should require minimum caro. 

The scope of this work leaves much of the area 

of European folk costume untapped. 

costume of one country alone could 

inspiration. Investigation of the 

European countries not included in 

cover many more costumes adaptable 

dancers. 

study of the 

yield much design 

folk dress of the 

this work, would un- 

f or merican folk 
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